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Introduction

This Thesis focuses on investigating the possibilities to leverage expert knowledge in a
Finnish governmental expert organization, the Finnish Transport Safety Agency (Trafi),
in conditions of a major organizational reform. Several times over its first years of existence, the organization has significantly changed its form and functions, and this
Thesis attempts to provide organizational practices to retain its high level of expertise
and, if possible, to further increase this level.

1.1

Case Company Background

The case organization, Trafi, was established in January 2010 after an overall structural reform of the Finnish transport related governmental institutions. Prior to 2010,
the issues related to the various forms of transport were assigned to their respective
agencies. Road infrastructure, traffic and transport were handled by the Finnish Road
Administration and the Finnish Vehicle Administration; aviation was at the hands of the
Finnish Civil Aviation Researcherity; railroads and train traffic were under the responsibility of the Finnish Rail Agency and the Finnish Rail Administration; and, finally, all
maritime issues were taken care of by the Finnish Maritime Administration. All these six
organizations were then reorganized and put together in two large organizations which
resulted in creation of two sister agencies, Trafi and the Finnish Transport Agency. The
full-time equivalents (FTE) of the organizations merged are illustrated in Table 1.

MINTC SAFETY AGENCIES (MERGED TO ESTABLISH TRAFI)

FTE 2009

Finnish Civil Aviation Researcherity

130

Finnish Rail Agency

41

Finnish Vehicle Administration

234

Finnish Maritime Administration's Maritime Safety Function

133

*) The Maritime Safety Function's FTE includes also other people transferring to the Finnish Transport Safety Agency

Table 1. Organizations merged on 1 January, 2010 to establish Trafi and their respective FTE in 2009 (adapted from Lampinen & Ojajärvi 2009, 83).
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Trafi, which is placed in the focus of this Thesis, takes responsibility of the safety of
the Finnish transport system, while the Finnish Transport Agency is responsible of the
transport infrastructure. The background of the organizations involved in creating the
new agency is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The history of Trafi and the organizations involved (Trafi 2011).
As shown in Figure 1, the organizations involved have themselves gone through
changes too, prior to the most recent merger into Trafi. In many cases, the recent
changes involve the privatization of some functions; privatization also played a part in
the general reform where Trafi was formed. An organizational change of this magnitude causes a lot of challenges for the new organization members, first, because it
involved four agencies of various size (shown in Figure 2) and, second, their organizational cultures, which formed in their respective tracks for decades and even centuries
prior to the merger. Altogether, the new organization now accommodates more than
500 employees.
A significant impact on the organizations way of functioning, created by this merger,
can also be found on the business-side. For example, some of the agencies were more
involved in collecting taxes and receiving various payments than the others. Trafi’s
action report from the year 2010 reveals the revenues collected by the different func-
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tions of the organization and especially the difference in their magnitudes. For example, the functions related to road vehicles (vehicle registration, degrees and certificates, etc.) collected approximately 70 M€ in revenues. In addition, the vehicle taxation returns amounted to approximately 700 M€ (these, however, are accounted for as
the Finnish Tax Administration’s revenues). The air traffic related functions followed
with about 5 M€; maritime safety function collected about 2 M€; while the rail traffic
related revenues were around 0.5 M€. (Liikenteen turvallisuusvirasto 2011) Arguably,
these variances on the financial side of the different forms of transport represented in
the organization also had an effect on the different agencies’ possibilities to influence
the new organization and its functioning.
On the positive side of the merger, all the notable differences that the organizations
have brought to the new structure are now accumulated into useful organizational
practices, and mixed for all to learn from them.
To further illustrate the different magnitudes of various functions of the organization in
2010 in monetary terms, Figure 2 below shows Trafi’s accruals (revenue shares) in
2010 as percentages per function.

Figure 2. Trafi’s revenue shares per function in 2010 in percentage (Liikenteen turvallisuusvirasto 2011: 19).
Depicted in Figure 2, the revenue shares for Trafi in 2010 visualize the differences in
the magnitudes of revenues created by different functions of the organization. The
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traditionally road traffic related functions, Registration, Operators and Operating and
Vehicle and Traffic Technology were responsible for the majority of the revenues with
80% of the total; the remaining 20% being produced by all the other functions together.
In this Thesis, the main focus is placed on the latest organizational reform at Trafi,
which was put into force on January 1, 2012, with the first overall reform of 2010 also
overviewed in the relevant section, as the starting point leading to today’s situation. It
may be worth mentioning that, in between these two very large structural changes,
there was also a third one, implemented at the end of 2010. This reform, however,
which in itself can be considered a major change, was overshadowed by the two even
larger reforms carried our subsequently.
The first, original overall transport reform of 2010 was justified by several reasons,
financial and productivity issues being the most obvious ones raised up. As stated by
the appointed rapporteurs Ojajärvi and Lampinen (2009: description page) in their report, the goal was “in particular, an improvement in productivity and effectiveness
within the state’s transport administration, as the conditions will be in place for maintaining and developing the transport system service level in an efficient manner overall.” To fulfil the goals set for this reform, especially from the service point of view, one
could argue that a lot still remains to be done.
Starting from January 2012, a new organizational structure within the Finnish Transport Safety Agency has been put into effect by removing the traditional forms of transport from the organizational structure and treating the transport system as a whole.
The leading thought behind this new way of thinking is to gain synergy benefits from
the best practices from the different forms of transport. The reform, however, resulted
in the majority the organization’s experts changing their tasks and, in many cases, taking on a totally new field of duties. These changes in the experts’ tasks added to the
challenge of the expected increase in retirements in the near future, which in itself
may lead to a significant loss of knowledge at Trafi. These problems, therefore, create
the main focus for this Master’s Thesis.
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1.2

Research Problem and Research Question

A large organizational reform may cause the expertise of an expert organization to be
vulnerable and subject to being lost. Another, more natural factor putting the knowledge at risk is Trafi’s aging expert force and their retirements. In Trafi’s case of safety
related expertise, the potential loss of it can be considered even more significant as the
losses will not be only financial, but can also have an impact on the safety of transport
and traffic in Finland. Efficient knowledge management (KM) is, therefore, required,
and a functioning process of knowledge transfer is a key tool to any knowledge management system.
The objective of this study is to make the expertise and knowledge in the organization
transparent and available throughout the organization. The transparency of areas of
expertise will promote transfer of knowledge from the more experienced experts to the
newly hired ones, or to the people who have changed their tasks recently. In order to
achieve this objective, the most recent 2012 organizational reform will be taken into
account to determine the impact of the reform on the utilization of the expertise held
by the people in the expert positions. As the organizational structure was comprehensively changed, the expert positions were also restructured; and it is now apparent that
only some tasks within the organization stayed as they were. A lot of experts changed
their field totally as the chance was given, but the important issue of transfer of
knowledge to the ones taking up the tasks which another expert has left behind has
not been taken into account sufficiently. Moreover, Trafi’s customers remain to be
involved in traditional transport methods, and their sector-specific needs have not
changed. These customer needs have to be met by the experts even though the organizational structure does not promote these traditional divisions between forms of
transport. Finally, another major factor affecting the transfer of knowledge is change
resistance, examples of which have surfaced all around the organization.
Taking these challenges into consideration, the research question is formulated as:
-

How to share and retain the existing expertise in an expert organization in conditions of a major organizational reform?
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In search of the reply to this research question, some other questions need to be explored first, namely:
-

How is the expert knowledge utilized within Trafi?

-

What is the impact of the organizational reform of 2012 on the expertise at Trafi?

1.3

Research Design and Structure of the Study

This research applies a case study research methodology, based on a single case study
design (Yin 2009). The case study in this research is limited to the Transport Technology department of Trafi. However, the background information and the more general
analysis of the organizational change also takes into account the organization as a
whole. Additionally, the research method is selected bearing in mind its applicability to
chart the whole organization’s knowledge resources. For this reason, the knowledge
audit is chosen as the primary data collection tool, which serves several purposes and
answers multiple questions defined in detail in Section 2 of this Thesis. The research
design utilized in this study is presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The research design of this study.
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As shown in Figure 3, the research starts with the identification of the problem and the
research question. The second phase consisted on researching the literature and collecting data; in this phase, the two parts were intertwined and affecting each other
constantly. As new information emerged in the data collection, appropriate literature
was reviewed and new findings were analyzed based on the literature. The analysis
phase aimed at combining what was learned from the literature and the data collected
and using that information to formulate and justify the practices presented in the end
of this study.
In terms of the structure, the study is organized into six sections. Section 1 describes
the background of the organization, the objectives of the study as well as overviews
the design and outlines the scope of the study. Section 2 introduces the research approach, data collection and data analysis methods applied in this study. Section 3 analyzes the conceptual framework related to this study and provides background information related to the concepts vital for this research. Section 4 focuses on analyzing
the data collected and the formulation of intra-organizational practices proposed. Section 5 presents the proposed practices to implement in the case organization. Section 6
concludes the study, summarizes the results and also overviews the consideration of
the reliability and validity issues.
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2

Research Method and Material

This section overviews the research approach utilized in this study and describe the
data sources and data analysis methods used to address the research question.

2.1

Research Approach

This Thesis utilizes a qualitative single-case study approach (Yin 2009) as its main research approach. The research method is selected to focus the research on a single
department of the organization. As Yin (2009) defines, the case study research investigates the real life context of phenomena, the phenomena in this case being the sharing and utilization of the knowledge and expertise held by the experts. The selection of
this method is justified by the research question, which aims to resolve issues related
to a social phenomenon (Yin 2009: 4) in asking a “how” question.
The research can be considered to be a case study of traditional single-case design
(Yin 2009), because due to time and resource limitations the case study was not extended beyond the previously mentioned department. Should a similar research be
extended to cover the whole organization, a survey-type design would most likely be
the option to choose as interviewing in-person more than 500 employees could prove
to be too resource-consuming.
The data collected in this study is mostly qualitative, with the exception of a portion of
large scale statistical data related to the organizational change acquired from the HR
department of the case organization. The primary method of data collection can be
described as a knowledge audit, conducted on a limited sample and emphasizing the
utilization of the expertise. Therefore, the data collection for this study is further called
a “knowledge utilization audit”.

Even though this Master’s Thesis mostly considers auditing and sharing of explicit
knowledge, the importance of tacit knowledge, its recognition and transfer must not be
underestimated. As Tirronen (2010) believes, there are always possibilities for taking
these more elusive forms of knowledge into account in a learning organization. It can
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be argued that the success and effectiveness of transfer of explicit knowledge is, to a
large extent, dependent on the level of organizational tacit knowledge of the involved
parties. The essential tacit knowledge is the information on organization’s practices,
knowledge of who knows what, and knowing people. The organization should be
aware of the types of knowledge it possesses and who has this knowledge (Tirronen
2010). This is the point where mapping of explicit knowledge will come into play.
If simplified, the data collection phase and the formulation of proposed practices for
this Thesis was conducted as follows:
1: Define categories of knowledge to be charted in the knowledge audit:
o

Collect information from Trafi’s procedure paper (työjärjestys)

o

Collect information from Department Director (DD), Heads of Unit (HoU)

o

Create a knowledge audit template

2: Define current state of expert knowledge at Transport Technology department:
o

Interviews with Special Advisers, Chief Advisers

o

Interviews with HoUs and DD

o

Analysis of experts’ tasks before the organizational change of 2012

3: Create practices to get to the desired state:

2.2

o

Find excess knowledge and knowledge gaps

o

Find methods of knowledge sharing and transfer most suitable to Trafi

o

Justify the practices to introduce to the organization

o

Execution

Data Collection and Analysis Methods

Data was collected using three main data sources: first, the existing material obtained
from Trafi’s publications as well as from the Human Resources Department. These organizational data included the lists of all employees’ tasks before and after the organizational change as well as the lists of people placed in particular positions after the
organizational change. For confidentiality reasons, these lists and data as such are not
included in this Thesis but the information useful for the purposes of this study is reviewed in the data analysis section.
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What comes to the structure of the group to be analyzed in the process, the Transport
Technology department is quite homogenous, as the department general task descriptions can be considered similar in nature. The structure of the department is presented
in Appendix 2 of this Thesis. All of the experts, be they chief advisers, special advisers
or advisers, are professionals in their own fields and their responsibilities in the department consist of similar tasks described in the type task descriptions. In these descriptions, the tasks and required expertise are superficially defined in order to facilitate the use of one description for several people with the same title. An example of
the researcher’s previous task description is presented as Appendix 7.
The second source of data is the knowledge audit and the third is a series of interviews
with the case company experts, both described in detail in the following subsections.
In addition to the defined data collection sources, the researcher has during this study
obtained significant amounts of information in an informal way from all levels of the
organization. These sources have identified clear problems and have also suggested
possible solutions to those problems. These pieces of information should not be disregarded but they will not be included directly in the results of the main investigation as
they are not a part of the organizational segment selected for the knowledge utilization
audit. These insights, however, make the final conclusions more powerful as justified
by Yin (2009), taking the issues into account as coming from separate sources, even
though they are treated as general remarks by the researcher.

2.2.1

Knowledge Utilization Audit in General

A knowledge audit is the tool for charting the expertise available for the organization to
utilize. The audit interview consists of questions to chart the experts’ level of expertise
in various areas in predefined categories, including the following fields of expertise:
technical, legislative, processes, languages and advocacy (including contacts). The experts were also asked about the utilization of the expertise in the new organizational
situation, the answers thus revealing potential excess expert knowledge which can be
put to use elsewhere in the organization with the solutions provided. The audit takes
into account the effect of the 2012 organizational change to the width of the experts’
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duties, the demands of their tasks and the efficiency of the utilization of their expertise. The structure of the knowledge utilization audit is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Knowledge Utilization Audit purposes.
Figure 4 describes the constituents of the knowledge utilization audit created for the
purposes of this study and the questions the audit aims to answer, namely: knowledge

directory, knowledge evaluation, knowledge utilization, and knowledge sharing solutions. The audit serves as a simplified version of knowledge mapping and knowledge
utilization investigation. The audit is described in more detail in Sections 2 and 4 of this
Thesis.
The knowledge audit took into account the subjects’ age and background at Trafi or
the predecessor agencies, and the areas of expertise (knowledge directory); this information was also used for the purposes of the knowledge loss risk assessment. For
the same purpose, the experts were asked to provide an estimation of how long they
see themselves working for the organization. The main purpose of the knowledge directory was to provide insight to the utilization of the expertise and knowledge held by
the experts. Age is a factor in the final conclusions and recommendations as retirements are planned and this will accommodate the need for further sharing the experts’
knowledge.
The audit presented in Figure 4 was conducted on a limited sample, in the Transport
Technology department only, to determine the expertise held by the department’s staff
and the effect of the organizational change on the utilization of the expertise held. As
the specific duties of most of the department’s experts are formed around their already
existing expertise, the definition of the knowledge needs was suggested simultaneously
with the knowledge audit. These needs are currently covered by the experts; however,
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the situation may change at any time, and there must be a method in place in order to
prevent knowledge gaps from forming.
Currently, the knowledge needs are defined by the organizational structure; however,
the underlying driving factors are various. As the organization in question is a governmental agency, a lot of the needs are defined by statutory tasks of the organization. In
addition, the customers’ needs provide the framework for several tasks in the operational environment. This study, however follows the approach described by Otala
(2008) of facing the precision needs of the organization as they are formed in the
starting months of the new organizational structure. Still, the aim is to find long-lasting
solutions which will be as useful in the future, too. As the organization is constantly
developing, the knowledge sharing solutions provided must be flexible and allow for
development to cater to other possible changes in the organization.
The primary research method of the knowledge audit was personal interviews of experts working in the selected department. The audit and interview schedule is presented in Table 2 on page 14. The personal interviews were conducted based on a
“checklist” which structured and standardized the interviews in order for the majority
of the data to be comparable. In each interview, there was also some room for more
informal discussion to accommodate possible knowledge sharing solutions discussed
during the interview. The audit form created for the purposes of this study is presented
as Appendix 6 to this Thesis.
Along with the knowledge audit, the supervisors (Heads of Unit and Department Director) were involved in the evaluation of the findings and the solutions for the department. The knowledge chart resulting from the knowledge audit reveals the expertise
possessed by the department and its utilization in the new organization. The
knowledge chart is not to be publicized as such in this Thesis, as the information acquired can be considered in part confidential. The chart is analyzed and reported on in
general terms, in terms of its contents, the magnitude of expertise in the department
and some select details given in the analysis section in Section 4 of this Thesis. The
most significant result from the charting was revealing the cases where an expert has
a high level of expertise which is not currently utilized in an area significant to the or-
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ganization. These cases, along with the questions directly related to sharing expertise,
provide the justification for the final outcome of the study.
After discussions with the management, it became obvious that the knowledge auditing should be conducted not only at the expert level, but also for Heads of Unit and
Department Directors, too. As the organizational reform took place on 1 January 2012,
it was almost immediately realized that the supervisors were unaware of their subordinates’ specific tasks and the expertise they possess. However, the knowledge mapping
conducted at the supervisor levels should be a different one from the one held for experts. Supervisors need to posses not only the expert knowledge, but also overall organizational information on who knows what and does what tasks. Due to time limitations, the supervisor audit is not included in this study; however, the results of the
expert audit are to be presented to the supervisors for additional validation, and their
insights without doubt taken into account when developing proposals the case department.

2.2.2 Interviewing Experts
The interviews as a data collection method were conducted following, for the most
part, a survey protocol (Yin 2009). The suggested interview formats were semistructured interviews, but they left some space for the interviewees at the end of the
interview session to describe their expertise areas. The interviews for the knowledge
utilization audit were designed in such a way that the numerical answers related to the
mapping itself do not leave room for variables, unlike quantitative statistical methods
often leaving some room for error (Alasuutari 1993). The audit also provided specific
examples of knowledge and expertise areas in order to keep the results even more
precise. The interviewees were also given some space in the additional questions to
provide suggestions for improvement in the organization’s knowledge management
and knowledge sharing practices, as well as for expressing their opinions in an in-depth
type of questions. This part, however, is not included in the data collection as such,
except for the suggestions for improvement concerning the organization’s knowledge
management overviewed in the conclusions.
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As possessors of (and the ones who require) knowledge, the experts naturally have
their own views on the most effective knowledge transfer methods and other possible
solutions for the case organization. The main goal of the interviews was, first of all, to
obtain concrete information on the knowledge and expertise possessed by the
Transport Technology department’s experts. The results of the interviews were analyzed and also anonymized. From these pieces of information, the most critical improvement areas can be derived to justify the proposed models of knowledge sharing.
Auditees

Position

Date

Documentation

1

Chief Adviser

19 March 2012

Field notes

2

Chief Adviser

15 March 2012

Field notes

3

Chief Adviser

16 March 2012

Field notes

4

Special Adviser

14 March 2012

Field notes

5

Special Adviser

15 March 2012

Field notes

6

Special Adviser

16 March 2012

Field notes

7

Special Adviser

19 March 2012

Field notes

8

Special Adviser

20 March 2012

Field notes

9

Special Adviser

21 March 2012

Field notes

10

Special Adviser

15 March 2012

Field notes

11

Special Adviser

19 March 2012

Field notes

12

Special Adviser

19 March 2012

Field notes

13

Adviser

15 March 2012

Field notes

Table 2. Interviews conducted with the experts in the Transport Technology department.
Table 2 presents the interviews conducted in the Transport Technology department,
the interviewees’ titles, the interview dates and the method of recording the data. The
data was recorded utilizing the knowledge utilization audit form presented as Appendix
6 of this Thesis as well as handwritten notes which were thereafter transcribed and
presented to the interviewees for comments.
The interview form was developed in a questionnaire format and composed of three
basic parts. The first part, Segment A, consists of general questions related to the ex-
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pertise and the effects of the organizational change. These questions were answered
on a five-point Likert scale, ranging from “very negative” through “no change” to “very
positive”, the exact terms used varying according to the question.
The second part, Segment B, of the interview and the questionnaire formed the basis
for listing the relevant knowledge of the experts, according to their own opinion. This
list is divided into eight areas, as presented in Figure 5, along with the relevant organizational duties as justification for the selection of each area:

Figure 5. Interview and questionnaire knowledge and expertise areas.
As can be seen from Figure 5, in Segment B, the focus is placed on the experts’ views
of the specific areas of knowledge or lack thereof. These expertise areas were graded
by the experts on a five-point Likert scale, the first “expertise level” part ranging from
“no knowledge” through “intermediate” to “expert” and the second “utilization level”
part ranging from “no utilization” through “mediocre” to “very well utilized”. The numerical values were intended to clarify these questions for the auditees as well as the
auditor and were also used as an indication for the actions needed in the analyzed
area. In the future, these numerical values also can be utilized for rating the
knowledge of n expert that he/she is willing to present as his/her expertise areas when
the expertise is made public. A value of 4 or 5 in the expertise column is also an indication that the auditee is someone very qualified to help others with this knowledge area
as well and can potentially act as a mentor in this field.
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The third part of the interviews, Segment C, was related to various methods of
knowledge sharing and transfer, and the experts’ willingness to participate in them. In
this part, there was only one segment graded on a five-point Likert scale, unlike the
previous parts, after which the questions are either open-ended or polar. The polar
yes/no-questions left room for additional comments by the experts, which can be considered useful in the analysis. These questions were formulated to give additional insight to the knowledge audit issues as presented by Liebowitz et al. (2000) and depicted in Figure 10 on page 34.

2.3

Reliability and Validity

The research for this Thesis and data collection were conducted taking into account
the reliability and validity issues. Overall, since the sample for the main data collection
is small (n=13), this does not allow for generalizations, but calls for further studies of
the issues to be researched more comprehensively.
Yin (2009) presents four design tests of reliability and validity and the related case
study tactics. The tests include construct validity, internal validity, external validity and

reliability; the selected tactics and the success of addressing the reliability and validity
issues are discussed in Section 6 of this Thesis.
As Silverman (1985) quotes Denzin (1970), the open-ended interviews are preferable
for three reasons. First, they allow the respondents to use their ‘unique ways of defining the world’ (Denzin 1970: 125); second, they assume that no fixed sequence of
questions is suitable to all respondents; and finally, they allow the respondents to ‘raise
important issues not contained in the schedule’ (Silverman 1985: 162).
To tackle internal validity, the data from the open-ended discussion are recommended
to written down during the interviews in a notebook and immediately after the interview the notes should be transcribed to the interview form. The form with all the questionnaire-type answers as well as the open-ended notes should subsequently be validated with the informant to enhance the reliability of the obtained data.
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As the data collection is conducted combining a questionnaire-type form with a more
open-ended qualitative interview, there are certain aspects that should be taken into
account. As Alasuutari (1993: 41) points out, producing observations and explaining as
two methods of research have two distinct phases in the research process. These two
phases are compared to each type of research in the following table.
Questionnaire research

Qualitative research

Solving a mystery

Causal analysis, interpretation of statistical connections, referencing other
research and hypotheses.

“Appreciatory explanation”,
referencing other research
and theoretical frameworks.

Producing observations

Defining and coding variables, searching for averages and statistical connections.

Reducing the observations:
Focusing on the “essential”
and combining raw observations.

Table 3. Different research phases of questionnaire-type and qualitative research
(translated from Alasuutari 1993: 42).
Table 3 shows the differences in the nature of conducting a questionnaire-type and
qualitative research. As the research for this study attempts to combine these two
methods, this table is to be reviewed in the end of the research to shed light on the
success of the research in covering the areas presented in the table. As Alasuutari
states, the data collected in the questionnaire-type research is limited already in the
construction phase when the questions are formulated. In an open-ended qualitative
interview, the limiting of the data collected must take place as well; however, this limiting and eliminating of the subjects is for the most parts done after the interview
(Alasuutari 1993).
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3

Conceptual Framework

This section presents the conceptual framework compiled for the purposes of this
study form the relevant literature sources related to the study field. Firstly, the field of
organizational changes in the public sector is considered, with the closest examples
being found in Sweden. After that, the constituents of the conceptual framework are
drawn from the field of knowledge and expertise sharing and transfer as well as particular practices selected for further investigation within this Thesis.

3.1

Organizational Change in the Public Sector

One could argue that as long as there have been organizations, there have been organizational changes. As Paton and McCalman (2008) state, change can be even seen
as a constant and management and change are synonymous. The reasons behind the
need for change can come from outside the organization or from within; however in all
the cases, change management and change leadership play the key role in achieving
success. Change management is a subject comprehensively studied and countless volumes of literature exist. Still, according to Paton and McCalman (2008), managers report change failure rates as high as 70 per cent in organizational changes.
Kotter (2011) points out the difference between change management and change
leadership. If simplified, change management is the tool kit for pushing the change
along while keeping everything under control. On the contrary, change leadership consists of the so-called engine of the change; involving people wanting to see change,
their ideas, visions and the sense of urgency. Kotter (2011) argues that no one is very
good at change leadership yet and this is an issue of the management of the organizational studies.
Organizational changes are increasingly taking place also in the governmental sector.
The examples are various and there are several cases which are comparable to the
Finnish transport administration reform to be found in the recent past. In Sweden, a
similar transport administration reform has taken place as well as another reform concerning the insurance, taxation and prosecution researcherities. Comprehensive reports
on the Swedish transport administration reform are unfortunately not available, how-
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ever some investigations have been conducted by the Swedish National Audit Office
(Riksrevisionen) and reports made on certain parts related to the reforms’ goals. According to Riksrevisionen (2011), the transport administration reform did not succeed
in improving the productivity but rather caused a decline. As Riksrevisionen (2011)
states in its summary, it will take time to reach the goals set for productivity by the
government.
In reference to the other abovementioned Swedish reform, Riksrevisionen (2010) has
found out that the goals have been missed as well. One of the driving factors behind
the reform or merger was the goal of having more uniformity in the agencies’ ways of
working. Approximately five years after the reform, it was determined that there had
been no significant improvement and the variations in the practices by the civil servants had a significant impact also on the individual customers (Riksrevisionen 2010).
Additionally, after interviewing the officers whose tasks were affected by the merger, it
became apparent that due to specialization and centralization of case management,
some informal internal structures were formed which caused difficulties for the management and made the organization difficult to survey. In his report, Riksrevisionen
(2010) recommends that the researcherities concentrate more on developing the uniformity of their practices. This can be a useful lesson for the reform at Trafi as well and
the promotion of expertise sharing can be at least a partial solution for this issue.
When the best practices are openly shared, expertise areas are openly visible and the
knowledge is systematically retained, the possibilities of negative variance in the experts’ practices are also minimized.

3.2

Knowledge and Expertise

In this Thesis the concepts of knowledge and expertise are treated as closely related
and somewhat intertwined subjects. A definition of knowledge, according to Webster’s
Dictionary, is: “The act or state of knowing; clear perception of fact, truth, or duty;
certain apprehension; familiar cognizance; cognition”. Expertise, on the other hand, is
defined in the BusinessDictionary.com (2012) as the “Basis of credibility of a person
who is perceived to be knowledgeable in an area or topic due to his or her study, training, or experience in the subject matter”.
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For the purposes of this study, the definition of knowledge is adopted form Ahmed et
al. (2002: 10) where knowledge is defined as information with intelligence added to it.
Expertise, in its turn, can be defined, for the purposes of this study, as the application
of acquired knowledge to the duties given by the organization. The study attempts to
map the employees’ expertise in the case organization and provide possibilities to its
sharing and retention, as well as tracking down other knowledge options possessed by
the employees which could potentially be transformed into expertise.
Ahmed et al. (2002: 10) make a reference to Polanyi’s (1966) definition of tacit and
explicit knowledge, with explicit knowledge being the knowledge which is “easily written down or codified” and tacit knowledge being “that which is very difficult to describe
or express”. It should be noted, however, that this difference is not considered in this
study as a significant factor. The areas of knowledge and expertise are only defined as
separate in the knowledge audit, not their tacit or explicit nature.
Knowledge management is what an organization needs in order to successfully combine the aspects of people and their knowledge with technological aspects, organization’s processes, organizational strategy and the organizational culture (Ahmed et al.
2002).

Figure 6. Key elements in knowledge management (Ahmed et al. 2002).
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Figure 6 depicts the key elements of knowledge management for an organization. According to Ahmed et al. (2002: 12-13), knowledge management should not be considered separate from the organization’s other activities, but should rather be taken as an
integral part of an organization’s strategy. The knowledge creation process has two
key activities, collection and connection, and these two, respectively “capturing and
dissemination of know-how” and “linking people who need to know with those who do
know”, must be kept in balance to achieve success in knowledge management.

3.3

Knowledge Transfer and Sharing

The methods of knowledge sharing are various and, for the purposes of this Thesis,
merely some of them were selected in order to meet the urgent needs to improve the
knowledge management and expertise sharing at Trafi.
An organization, as the one studied here or any other one, is better off making a decision to become a learning organization. The process of becoming a learning organization, however, is not simple, although there are multiple guidelines how to achieve this
state. In an expert organization such as Trafi, one of the most important general principles for a learning organization as described by Otala (2008), is valuing the organizational learning and common practices above individual expertise. The task may be tedious, as people tend to be quite protective of this valuable possession of knowledge,
but if the experts can see the value of their expertise from the organization’s perspective, success may follow. This requires for the management to take on new practices
and possibly concrete incentives to introduce the new way of thinking.
Figure 7 depicts the organizational learning and knowledge sharing cycle.
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Figure 7. Internal organizational learning and knowledge sharing (Huysman and de
Wit. Cited in: Ackerman et al. 2003).
As Huysman and de Wit describe (cited in: Ackerman et al. 2003), there are three basic types of knowledge sharing which comprise the knowledge sharing cycle as depicted in Figure7: knowledge retrieval, knowledge exchange and knowledge creation.
The methods proposed in this Thesis can solve the problems related to all of these,
some more widely or superficially and some with a more specific, deeper focus.

3.4

Resistance to Knowledge Transfer and Sharing

Change resistance has been discussed in many scientific publications. Researchers
agree that, prior to an organizational change, change resistance is a major factor that
comes as obstacle to effective knowledge transfer. According to Paton and McCalman
(2008), any transfer of a valuable asset from one party to another requires mutual
trust from the involved parties. Knowledge transfer is a prime example of this state-
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ment, and quite often, in an organizational change, there is a lack of trust visible between the parties.
Building trust is a time-consuming process (Paton and McCalman 2008) and in the case
of a fast-paced organizational change, it may be difficult to build it timely, making it all
the more important to have the remedies present once the change has taken place (or
even before that). The difficulty in knowledge transfer may originate from the source,
the recipient or the context of the knowledge being transferred (Szulanski 1996: 31).
In a change situation, the lack of motivation to share knowledge points to the source
as the individuals possessing the knowledge. According to Szulanski (1996), such an
individual may fear losing ownership, a position of privilege, or superiority. The recipient on the other hand may lack motivation, absorptive or retentive capacity which are
necessary for effective knowledge transfer to take place. As for the context of knowledge, it may be somewhat lost, at least momentarily, as the changing organization
itself is in turmoil. In addition to the source, recipient and context, Argote (1999)
points out that competition between units within the organization also provides challenges to effective knowledge transfer.
The organizational change and change resistance put aside, the difficulties in knowledge sharing can, according to Ahmed et al. (2002), be divided into two distinct categories. The first, “knowledge is power”, is strongly related to the resistance factors
described above and simplified means protecting one’s own turf. This is merely natural
as people have gone through significant careers in order to achieve the knowledge and
expertise they have and it is something one does not easily want to give up for free. As
knowledge is considered power, people tend to keep it locked away and all the experts’
personal computers are prime examples of this protectionism with their password-onlyaccess (Ahmed et al. 2002).
The second category proposed by Ahmed et al. (2002) which provides difficulties in
sharing is “knowledge sharing is not my job”. This is also quite easy to relate to as
people have their daily duties which may take more than their fair share of the office
hours and the learning or sharing process would be an “add-on” or even a nuisance to
the work that they are really paid for (Ahmed et al. 2002). These additional tasks, according to Ahmed et al. (2002), would in many experts’ view also lead to loss of
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“power” in the form of knowledge and therefore the resistance to the sharing and
learning culture is further increased.

3.5

Selected Practices of Knowledge Sharing

For the purposes of this study, only a limited number of practices of knowledge and
expertise sharing were considered. The ones selected after review of the relevant literature and taking into account the organization’s current situation are an electronic
wiki tool, improving the substitution system, in-house mentoring and the further development of the yearly expertise discussions.

Figure 8. Knowledge sharing practices selected for the purposes of this study.
Figure 8 above shows the practices of knowledge sharing selected for evaluation in this
study and their respective main areas of possible improvement to the current situation
at Trafi. These practices and their justification are briefly described below and the
practices are reflected upon in more detail in Section 5 of this Thesis.
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An ever increasing trend in organizations is the utilization of electronic tools to function
more efficiently. The trend is reached also to knowledge management. A solution as
simple as introducing people’s expertise areas more comprehensively into the organization’s phone book may solve many problems as the expertise can otherwise be lost in
the organization. An improvement to this is providing the knowledge seekers with a
good search function. As Ehrlich states in Ackerman et al. (2003), locating the right
experts within the organization is often more fruitful for a person in need of help than
locating the information required for a specific problem. The best answer to a question
may require interpretation and the expert may be able to provide just this while merely
finding stored information may be misinterpreted. Named as an expertise locator in
Ackerman et al. (2003), the solution in its most simple form can locate expertise, including the explicit and tacit knowledge of the experts. When taken some steps further, the solution can be called a wiki, an interactive website the contents of which
may be modified by the users (Henriksson and Mikkonen 2008).
The application of wikis in several Finnish organizations has been studied by Henriksson and Mikkonen (2008) and the results of this study are encouraging, to say the
least. The benefits of a wiki (or an expertise locator) solution for knowledge sharing
will be apparent on individual as well as organizational level (Ackerman et al. 2003), if
the solution is designed in sufficient detail and promoted and taken into use with the
appropriate enthusiasm.
Wikis are said to revolutionize the organizational information management towards a
more open, more equal and more global direction. In addition to bringing new technology to create more efficient and flexible information management, the wikis, often
related to a more comprehensive organizational change, teach a new working culture
within the organization (Henriksson and Mikkonen 2008).
The wiki tool can be considered an interface to the organizational knowledge map. As
a start, the knowledge map interface can be seen as a “Yellow Pages” solution (Serrat
2008). However, it is vital that the database is created in such a way that allows development in time for the system to grow to a more comprehensive inventory and a tool
for all knowledge management needs of the organization. In fact, during the course of
this study, in the beginning of April, 2012, Trafi introduced a new version of the tele-
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phone directory where experts can list their duties and edit limited information on their
profile page. The researcher’s profile edit page can be found as Appendix 4 of this
Thesis.
In the best-case-scenario, the wiki tool proposed can become a social medium which
will promote also other communication and knowledge sharing, rather than merely
formal organizational knowledge. The meaning here is not to create another version of
Facebook for personal matters, but rather to allow for informal work-related communication to happen in everyone’s view. The system administration should be very critical
to censorship of the shared views and ideas as this could make the system wither.
A substitution system consists of a methodical appointment of substitutes to each expert’s main tasks. The orientation of the substitute does not have to necessarily be a
cumbersome task. In the best case, the substitute system would promote the sharing
of knowledge and best practices in a very informal way. As Nonaka et al. categorize in
Dierkes et al. (2001), the substitution system’s learning process is one to increase
knowledge internalization. This involves a certain explicit knowledge created by an individual being shared in the organization, thus allowing the substitute to gain the new
knowledge in a learning-by-doing process. When the knowledge about, i.e. best practices, once more becomes tacit knowledge for the substitute, it will be turned into the
material for new knowledge creation (Nonaka et al. Cited in: Dierkes et al. 2001) as
the practices are applied in the substitute’s own tasks.
The concept of in-house mentoring is a viable option for developing best practices and
sharing senior experts’ knowledge of these practices. Mentoring, as is presented by
Sullivan (2000), is not necessarily a direct sharing of the mentor’s knowledge, but instead it gives the possibility for the student to reflect upon the current practices and
improve them, if needed. The student may optimally end up viewing his or her own
experiences from a different angle, thus creating new knowledge and expertise.
In addition to naturally occurring self-monitoring, a widespread practice in all types of
organizations is having annual or semi-annual development discussions. In the case
organization, there are two discussions per year; the autumn discussion being expertise-oriented and the one held in the springtime being results-oriented.
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As described by Toivonen in Huotari and Lehto (2009), expertise in an expert organization, especially a governmental one differs fundamentally from the private sector. This
difference can also be seen in the needs for development and expertise discussions.
The results-orientation of the private sector is replaced in governmental expert organizations by the majority of the experts being involved in knowledge work, analysis and
problem solving. This provides the supervisors with challenges, as the expert work is
based on a high level of expertise (Huotari and Lehto 2009: 98-99). The supervisor
cannot be expected to have the same level of expertise in all the areas the subordinates excel in. The discussions instead should be aimed at guiding the experts towards
organizational goals, rather than the goals in their own area of expertise.

3.6

Auditing Knowledge

Serrat (2008) draws the broad specifications for a knowledge audit constituents. The
analysis reveals the knowledge possessed by the individuals, groups and, finally, the
knowledge that the organization possesses. In this analysis, it is also discovered what
knowledge the experts or work units do not have but which they would need to perform better (Serrat 2008).

Figure 9. Knowledge Audit Constituents (Serrat 2008).
As can be seen from Figure 9, the first step in the knowledge audit is engaging in

learning and documenting knowledge, which would involve, among other measures,
identifying the knowledge needs in the organization (or a segment thereof, as is the
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case in this study). The second step to take after analyzing the knowledge possessed
and needs is to draw up a knowledge inventory, as depicted in Figure 9 (Serrat 2008).
In this study, the knowledge inventory will not cover every aspect of knowledge held
by the experts, but will rather concentrate on the expertise related to the statutory and
organization-specified tasks and processes: knowledge of legislation, interest group
contacts, advocacy skills and communication and technical expertise. The detailed interview questionnaire can be found as Appendix 6 to this study.
The two last constituents of knowledge audit constituents given by Serrat (2008) are

analyzing knowledge flows and creating knowledge maps. Both of these are considered
in this study as well; however, to thoroughly assess the knowledge flows within the
case organization, the audits must be conducted in most, if not all, the departments of
the case organization. According to Serrat (2008), the knowledge sharing practices,
subsequently proposed based on the knowledge audit, should promote the creation of
new knowledge flows and enforce the existing ones. In order to provide an organization-wide view of the knowledge possessed and available, the proposed knowledge
sharing method should be preceded by a comprehensive knowledge audit.
Serrat (2008) also points out that a preferable approach to a knowledge audit is to
conduct the audit at one organizational segment (or some segments) at a time rather
than the whole organization at once. This approach suits the limited time frame for this
Thesis as well, however in order for the organization to gain comprehensive information on the knowledge possessed and the whereabouts of it, the auditing process
should be further extended. The format presented in this Thesis is easily translated
into a web-based (or other electronic) questionnaire, which would make it more feasible to conduct the audit on a larger scale.
The organization which has taken steps towards improving its knowledge management, should take transparency of the organization’s knowledge into special account
and leave room for improvement in this area. Gerard Aubertin defines knowledge
mapping’s necessity as a strategic entry point to knowledge management (cited in:
Boughzala and Ermine 2006). He emphasizes the loss of knowledge and crucial knowhow and the loss of development opportunities being increasingly considered as major
risks by companies, whose intangible capital represent a prime resource. Trafi is most
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definitely such an organization, the functioning of which depends solely on the expertise of the employees.
Overall, one of the goals of the knowledge audit is to define knowledge available within
the organization (who knows what?) as well as to serve as a basis for a knowledge
criticality study (as discussed by Boughzala and Ermine 2006). For identifying
knowledge (cognitive resources), Boughzala and Ermine (2006) suggest three possible
approaches; functional, procedural and conceptual. Out of these three, a combination
of the functional and conceptual approaches will most likely be the best alternative for
this study as it aims at identifying knowledge based on an organization chart (functional) and allows also mapping the location and utilization of complex knowledge (conceptual).
The key questions for knowledge mapping should elicit, according to Tandukar (2005),
the following responses:


What knowledge is needed for work?



Who needs what?



Who has it?



Where does it reside?



Is the knowledge tacit or explicit?



What issues does it address?



How to make sure that the K-mapping will be used in an organization?

Tandukar (2005) stresses that the knowledge maps should be easily accessible to all in
the organization and easy to understand, update and evolve. They should also be
regularly updated, and the knowledge mapping process should be an ongoing one
since knowledge landscapes are continuously shifting and evolving. In the case organization, the maps can be generated on a separate intra-organizational wiki site or, if
preferred, the organization intranet site, and the expertise lists can be attached to personnel contact information.
Liebowitz et al. (2000) presents the purposes of the knowledge utilization audit as depicted in the Figure 10 below. It is visible that a single solution can help resolve several
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problems, at least, partly as is the case in, for example, the wiki solution and expertise
database.

Figure 10. Knowledge audit goals for identification (Liebowitz et al. 2000) and the solutions proposed by this Thesis.
As can be seen from Figure 10, information glut or scarcity can be tackled by the
auditees’ expertise lists analyzed bearing in mind the “utilization factor” included to
each knowledge area. When, for example, a knowledge area is given a low value and
the utilization is given a higher value, it indicates that the required knowledge is not
present even though it would be useful, therefore, pointing out to scarcity (Liebowitz
et al. 2000). On the other hand, when the values are reversed, there is information
(knowledge) glut apparent and the knowledge could be utilized better.

The lack of awareness of information elsewhere in the organization, as presented in
Figure 10 by Liebowitz et al. (2000), can for most parts be solved by increasing visibility in the presented solutions and providing open access to all the areas of expertise.
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To establish the lack of this awareness, the auditees should be asked directly whether
they are able to find needed (missing) knowledge within the organization.
The issues presented in Figure 10, based on Liebowitz et al. (2000), have contributed
to the formulation of the questionnaire-type form which is used as the basis for the
interviews of the experts in this study.
In general, the knowledge utilization audit in its open questions takes also into account
the ability to keep abreast of relevant information, “significant reinventing the wheel”,
use of out-of-date information as well as knowing where to go for expertise in a specific area (Liebowitz et al. 2000). As it was demonstrated in Figure 10, several issues may
be tackled in a single question, or possibly a single issue may take multiple questions
to cover. In any case, the audit conducted and the results intended can be seen as
addressing these issues significant for the purposes of this Thesis.
Summing up, the main focus of this section was on proposing a totally new concept for
Trafi, a wiki solution; however other methods are considered as well. None of the proposed methods are exclusive; that is all of them may be useful even when used simultaneously. In fact, the methods are more than likely to reinforce each other rather than
undermine each other’s success. The relationships of various types of knowledge, its
sharing and the organizational learning were analyzed following the approach described by Huysman and de Wit in Ackerman et al. (2003) and depicted as a knowledge sharing cycle in Figure 7. From the knowledge sharing cycle, it was derived that
the different types of knowledge, when shared appropriately, promote innovation and
new knowledge creation. The focus in this section was placed on collectivization of the
knowledge possessed by the organization or the individuals within. When knowledge is
seen by all in the organization as a strategically important asset, the success in knowledge sharing and organizational learning is far more feasible.
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4

Data Analysis

This section describes the results of the current state analysis based on the data obtained in the case organization.

4.1

General Observations from the Audit

The data acquired in the interviews is analyzed in three main phases. The data collection was formulated into three separate segments as described further on in the analysis and these segments were then analyzed accordingly. As the interviews were semistructured, with a questionnaire-type form attached but still leaving room for open
discussion, a lot of valuable information was gathered during the interview. These
pieces of information, opinions and views were included in the open field at the end of
the form in the transcription phase. The information was also cross referenced where
necessary. After transcription, the forms were sent to the auditees for possible comments or corrections. In the end, no additional comments or corrections were received.
The audit interview request was sent out to all the 14 experts of the Transport technology department, excluding the researcher. 13 interviews were scheduled; one expert spending his last days in the organization before retiring was excused due to
scheduling problems. The excused expert is not considered as part of the sample for
this study. However, as the questionnaires were numbered from 1 to 14 along with the
respective experts, this change in plans results in expert number 10 missing from all
the data. Thus, Segments A, B and C all have a sample of 13 experts which can be
considered complete, despite one excused retiring expert. The answers from the 13
experts are considered a reliable representation of the general situation in the department. Naturally, due to the specific natures of different departments at Trafi, an organization-wide questionnaire would most likely yield very different results as it should
include all types of tasks instead of merely technical expert tasks as was the case in
this study.
Figure 11 shows the structure of the Transport Technology Department which consists
of the Department Director, three Chief Experts as direct subordinates to the Department Director and two units lead by Heads of Unit and both units including six experts.
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Figure 11. Organizational structure of the Transport Technology Department.
Figure 11 depicts the department’s organization, including information on the experts
excluded from the audit. In the general audit phase, only the experts were interviewed. The Heads of Unit and the Department Director are to be provided with the
analyzed results after the finalization of the Thesis to gain their insight to the findings
at the department level.
On the background (demographic) section of the interview, the auditees’ title, department and unit, age and years of relevant experience were asked. The department’s
average age of 49.8 years, despite including some relatively young people as well, is
well above Trafi’s average of 45.3 years, according to the organization’s average demographics presented as Appendix 3 to this Thesis. Additionally, the experience possessed by the experts of the department on average is very extensive when considering the years of relevant work experience. At Trafi, the average is 8 years of govern-
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mental service while at the Transport Technology department the average relevant
experience is 23.3 years. These two values are not comparable as such due to the difference in the nature of experience; however, they give a good indication of the extent
of the auditees’ proficiency. A more comparable value can be achieved when considering the auditees’ experience in Trafi and the preceding agencies, of which the average
is 15.1 years. The differences are visualized in Table 4 below.

Trafi avg

"Gap"

Auditees' avg

Age (years)

45,3

4,5

49,8

Civil service (years)

8,0

7,1

15,1*)
*) includes only civil
service at Trafi and the
predecessor agencies

Table 4. All Trafi employees’ and Transport Technology Department’s average age and
work experience compared.
The relatively high average age of the experts of the department in question, visible in
Table 4, makes the expertise all the more vulnerable and the need for the transfer of
their expertise very actual. Of the 13 experts interviewed, 5 were 60 years or older and
7 were 55 years or older.
The auditees were also asked to answer a voluntary question on how long they would
see themselves working for the organization. Of the 13 auditees, 11 provided an estimate and two refused to comment, the results being shown in the graph below.
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According to your estimate, do you see yourself working for the
organization:
4
Amount of experts (n=13)

4
3

3,5
3

2

2,5

2

2

2
1,5
1
0

0,5
0
0‐2 years

2‐5 years

5‐10 years

10‐20 years

longer

no comment

Graph 1. Answers to a voluntary question on the auditees’ estimated time left at the
organization (n=13).
As is visible from Graph 1, seven experts disclosed that they were considering leaving
the organization within the next 5 years. To a great part, these dramatic results are
explained by the upcoming retirements; however, it was apparent that other
knowledge is also at risk of being lost in the near future. The majority of the experts
also stated their dissatisfaction with the justification of the multiple organizational
changes in the near past. If generalized, the expert-level view was that the changes
had not improved the conditions of doing one’s daily work, which consists for most
experts of transport safety, environmental safety and vehicle conformity related tasks.
The organizational changes were seen as making change for the sake of change rather
than improving the safety of transport. The new transport system oriented thinking,
described in Section 1 of this Thesis, was seen by the auditees as being understandable for the organization’s top structure. The auditees believed, however, that the organization should be allowed to keep the forms of transport “alive” within the organizational structure, when going into more detailed tasks and lower organizational levels.
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4.2

Audit Segment Analysis

As stated earlier, the audit consisted of three segments attempting to provide different
points of view to the knowledge management and utilization at Trafi. Segment A
(n=13) was related to organizational change and the changes related to the expertise
of the auditees. Segment B (n=13) consisted of listing the expertise areas and their
respective utilization in Trafi. Segment C (n=13) of the audit included questions related
to the possible practices of sharing knowledge in the organization as well as improvements to the current methods of knowledge management.

4.2.1 Segment A: Organizational Change and Expertise
The first segment of the audit consisted of three questions related to the impacts of
the most recent organizational change to the demands of the job, duty field width and
the efficiency of expertise utilization. The auditees were asked to grade the impact on
each category on a 5-point Likert scale described in Table 5 below.

1. Task demands

2. Duty field width

3. Efficiency of
expertise utilization

1
Significantly less
demanding

2
Somewhat less
demanding

1
Significantly
narrower

3
No change

4
Somewhat more
demanding

5
Significantly more
demanding

2

3

4

5

Somewhat narrower

No change

Somewhat wider

Significantly wider

1

2

3

4

5

Significantly less
efficient

Somewhat less
efficient

No change

Somewhat more
efficient

Significantly more
efficient

Table 5. Interview Segment A grading on a 1-5 Likert scale.
From the answers to the first segment and the discussions around the subjects, it became apparent that no general trend could be determined. Some experts had the feeling that all or most of the asked areas had suffered a significant negative impact during the organizational change. Other experts, on the other hand, saw that the impact
had been positive and their expertise was put to better use since the change.
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To illustrate the “negative” and “positive” changes in a more correct way, for the use
of the following Graph 2, the scale was transformed from a positive 1 to 5 scale to a 5point scale ranging from -2 to 2. This change could have been introduced already to
the questionnaire; however, the researcher failed to realize this earlier than in the
analysis phase. The graph below is organized by the sum of the answers to each question from negative to positive, from left to right.

2
1,5
1
0,5
0
3

2

12

8

9

11

1

4

6

5

7

13

14

‐0,5
Task demands

‐1
‐1,5

Field of duties width
Efficiency of expertise
utilization

‐2

Graph 2. Experts’ answers to Segment A questions.
As Graph 2 shows, it is apparent that there is no uniform trend among the interviewed
experts as for their view of the impact of the organizational change on their duties,
tasks and expertise. The ones who felt the impact was mostly negative were among
the more experienced employees; however, possessors of similar experience saw the
impact also as positive or bringing no change. The same pattern occurred in the positive end of the scale, as the ones seeing the impact as positive were among the less
experienced employees, but again similar expert profiles were found in the neutral
answers. Therefore, no significant conclusions can be made from the correlation between years of experience and the positive or negative impact of organizational
change.
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The discussions held during the Segment A audit were more enlightening than mere
numbers. In the discussions, it became apparent that most of the interviewed experts
had extensive careers behind them, and their preceding tasks had varied from management positions at the governmental sector to world-class expert positions in the
private sector. Many of the senior experts had been given the possibility to create their
own duties after the organizational change, and that was seen as a positive outcome.
Still, many felt that the value given to their work was not at the same level as before.
It has to be taken into account that, at the moment, the new organization is still in its
first months of existence, and the expert duties will develop in time. This was clearly
acknowledged by the auditees as well. The current confusion could, in many auditees’
opinion, have been avoided, had the organizational change been planned more comprehensively also on the expert level.
The results from the Segment A audit can be considered a justification for the following
proposed practice:
-

Evaluating the impact of the organizational change on the expertise at Trafi
(organization-wide questionnaire related to this was launched in late March,
2012).

4.2.2 Segment B: Expertise Areas and Expertise Utilization at Trafi
In Segment B, the auditees were requested to list the most significant expertise they
possessed, to value the level of expertise on a 1-5 Likert scale and also to grade the
utilization of the specific expertise in their current task. The experts were given predefined expertise areas to aid the listing as well as provided an imaginary sample answer
based vaguely on the researcher’s expertise. The number of areas to be named was
not limited in any way and the results showed great variance in the total areas named.
The smallest number of areas an expert named was 15 while the biggest was 67. The
average of expertise areas named in the department was 31.5; while the total number
of areas named was 410 and the sample was 13. The overlapping areas which exist in
multiples are naturally considered as part of the average.
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160

Expertise areas
named ‐ Avg 32

140

Sum of negative
gaps ‐ Avg ‐13

120

Sum of positive
gaps ‐ Avg 28

100
80

Experience (y)

60
40
20
0
3

9

11

1

7

8

6

2

5

12

13

4

14

‐20
‐40

Graph 3. Total expertise areas named, the sum of positive expertise gaps (excess) and
the sum of negative expertise gaps (scarcity) arranged in order of experience (years).
Graph 3 above shows a visual representation of the answers to Segment B in the total
areas named, the sum of negative gaps in expertise (knowledge scarcity or need) and
the sum of positive gaps in expertise. The answers are arranged by the experts’ years
of experience relevant to work at Trafi. As can be noted from the chart, the years of
experience (purple columns) have no significant influence on the knowledge areas
named (green columns). The positive gaps (red columns) showing excess knowledge
are on average greater on the experienced side while the negative gaps (blue columns)
are, on average, greater on the inexperienced side. This pattern was expected; however, due to the researcher’s choice not to limit the numbers in any way, these results
lead to no concrete conclusions.
During the interviews, the discussions arising when going through this segment were
very enlightening. Some of the experts, mostly on the less experienced side, saw the
current situation in the organization as a positive one and finding several areas for improvement was considered a positive challenge. Some of the more experienced experts, especially the ones naming the greatest excess knowledge gaps, were quite
concerned about the retention and utilization of their extensive knowledge by the organization. As all the named areas were gone through in the interview and the areas
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with significant gaps (2 or more) discussed further, the room for naming non-existing
areas for personal or other reasons was reduced to a minimum. This should be considered if the charting is in some form to be extended to the whole organization in the
future, especially if the charting was to be conducted electronically, without an interviewer going through the areas with the auditees, unlike the case in this study.
The 13 auditees named altogether 151 expertise areas where their expertise was not,
in their opinion, utilized as efficiently as it could or should have. At the same time, the
auditees named a total of 110 expertise areas in need of development. Unfortunately,
these do not exclude each other. This should encourage the organization to recognize
expertise as asset and take on the task of creating official expertise profiles for each
expert, as well as take the necessary actions to follow the development of these profiles.
The results from the second segment of the audit can be considered a justification for
the following proposed practices:
-

Organizational knowledge mapping should be conducted in order to create a
knowledge inventory for the organization.

-

Charting excess expertise areas to enable sharing expertise.

-

Charting lack of expertise to find targets for sharing expertise.

4.2.3 Segment C: Sharing Expertise
In this segment, the auditees were presented with four options for improvement of
expertise sharing. The proposed options included the methods discussed previously in
Section 2.3 of this Thesis. The questions presented were translated into English. In
Table 6, the averages of the department’s answers are included in the answer boxes:
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12. Estimate the usefulness of the following methods of sharing expertise to the
organization on a 1‐5 scale (1=not useful, 5=very useful). After that, estimate to the
following column the usefulness of the method for the purposes of sharing and
developing your own expertise (1=not useful, 5= very useful).

Method of sharing expertise:
Wiki solution: An open expertise and information database, discussion forum, blogs
and sharing information
Substitute orientation: A substitute assigned to all tasks, who participates in the
primary expert’s duties (appointments, presentations, meetings)
Mentoring in‐house: Regular appointments, best practices, also between different
departments and sectors
Expertise discussions: More detailed development and monitoring of the expertise
profiles, the development of primary expert and substitute.

Use for

Use for

Trafi (avg)

self (avg)

3.36

3.29

3.21

3.14

3.00

2.93

3.21

2.57

Table 6. Knowledge utilization audit question 12 translated into English with the average of the answers included.
In general, all the proposed methods, shown in Table 6, were seen as possible improvements to the current situation in the organization. None of the methods rises
clearly above others, and this supports the proposals made later in this Thesis. The
methods do not exclude each other; instead, they are likely to reinforce each other if
used simultaneously. As displayed in Graph 4, the wiki solution has the highest support
among the departments’ experts, both for the use for the organization and for the experts themselves.
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3,40
3,20
3,00
2,80
Avg use for Trafi
2,60

Avg use for self

2,40
2,20
2,00
Wiki‐solution:

Substitute
orientation:

Expertise
discussions

Mentoring in‐
house:

Graph 4. Auditees’ average answers to question 12.
The second proposed method shown in Graph 4, substitute orientation, was already
taking place for many experts in some form. It was not generally seen viable as a definite substitute system but rather as a work partnership, and in this less strict form, its
usefulness had been already proven. The expertise discussions were seen by many
experts as an ineffective system what comes to sharing and developing expertise;
however, the proposed idea of the discussions’ development to a more expertise valuing event was supported. In-house mentoring was seen as a good system for certain
situations but, rather than being useful for experts, its usefulness could be even
stronger for new people in supervisor positions.
After question 12 and the evaluation of the usability of expertise sharing methods, the
audit continued with the subject of expertise sharing. During the interviews, a significant amount of discussion arose while going through these questions. The main issues
from the discussions are included in the analysis in the following pages.
The purpose of question 13 above was to investigate the need for an expertise locator
or some other new electronic expertise-locating solution to be introduced to the organization.
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Question 13: If there are scarcities in your expertise areas where you would need inhouse expertise, is it easy to locate?

Question 13: If there are scarcities in your expertise areas
where you would need in-house expertise, is it easy to locate?

yes
46 %

maybe
15 %

no
39 %

Graph 5. Answers to audit question 13.
The answers to question 13 varied a lot as can be seen from the diagram above. The
experts answering “yes” saw that locating in-house expertise was not easy at all. The
ones answering “no” were the more experienced experts, whose tasks had not
changed much in the organizational change, and they saw that they knew personally
all the people they needed to know for in-house expertise. Therefore, it can be determined that the increased visibility of expertise in the form of a wiki solution or a more
sophisticated expertise directory would improve this situation.
The aim of question 14 was to determine how well the department experts’ tasks were
covered by substitutes. In defining this, the need for improvement of the substitution
system could be justified.

Question 14: Do you know a competent substitute to all of your duties?
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Question 14: Do you know a competent substitute to all of
your duties?

maybe
31 %

yes
0%

no
69 %

Graph 6. Answers to audit question 14.
The answers to question 14 reveal that none of the experts were totally sure that all
their tasks could be conducted by a substitute. Out of the 13 auditees, 9 were of the
opinion that their tasks could not be taken up by another person or persons, should
they be absent. Four auditees saw that someone could perhaps take their tasks; however, they were not sure either who it would be or whether all the tasks were possible
for the substitute. If the situation is similar, should the question be asked from all the
organization’s employees, the need for improving the substitution system is apparent.
These results provide a signal that the situation in the organization needs to be charted
which can be done by auditing the organization separately or be included in the yearly
development discussions as a separate section.
The auditees were allowed to give multiple answers to reply to question 15 mainly due
to the organizational change, the pre-change close colleagues being in many cases
distributed in many separate areas in the new organizational structure.

Question 15: Would the most competent substitute to your knowledge be located at:
same unit / different unit, same department / different department / different sector?
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Question 15: Would the most competent substitute to your
knowledge be located at: same unit / different unit, same
department / different department / different sector?

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

q15

Same unit

Different unit,
same
department

Different
department

Different sector

Graph 7. Answers to audit question 15.
The answers to question 15 reveal that in 10 cases the experts see that their most
competent substitute is in some other sector of the organization (sector is on the highest level of the organizational structure at Trafi). Five cases were such that the most
competent substitute to some tasks is in another department and six cases where the
most competent substitute is close by in the same unit. This graph and the discussions
during the interviews indicate that the organizational change has resulted in the potential substitutes being scattered around the organization. The proposed substitution
system should therefore not be restricted to the closest colleagues in the same unit but
should allow experts even in different sectors to work closely together. As the organizational structure has been so significantly altered, the “old” partnerships and substitution practices may be impossible to utilize and new connections must be made. The
experts should be consulted in person to find out their unique needs in this issue;
nearly all situations are likely to be different.

Question 16 was designed to have an indication of the experts’ willingness to take on a
project to introduce their duties to a potential substitute. This question was intended to
provide justification to improvements of the substitution system at Trafi.
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Question 16: Would you be willing to orientate a substitute for your tasks?

Question 16: Would you be willing to orientate a substitute
for your tasks?

maybe
8 % no
8%

yes
84 %

Graph 8. Answers to audit question 16.
As can be seen from Graph 8, the majority of the experts were willing to orientate a
substitute for their tasks. However, during the discussions it became apparent that this
system should not produce significant amounts of extra work, but should rather be an
informal work partnership where the substitute would observe the primary expert’s
work in meetings, presentations, training situations and other more public activities.
Additionally, the partnership would require similar backgrounds and rarely could be
reached over the traditional forms of transport. These results and the experts’ willingness to participate in these improvements give more leverage to the introduction of an
improved substitution system to the organization.
In order for a substitute system to function comprehensively, the experts were asked
their willingness to also become familiar with someone else’s tasks. Question 17 was
structured to provide the answer to this.
Question 17: Would you be willing to familiarize yourself with someone else’s tasks as
a part of the substitute system?
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Question 17: Would you be willing to familiarize yourself
with someone else’s tasks as a part of the substitute
system?

yes
46 %

maybe
23 %

no
31 %

Graph 9. Answers to audit question 17.
Graph 9 demonstrates that nearly half of the 13 experts considered that they would
without question be willing to learn someone else’s tasks to some extent. The “maybe”
answers all had the condition that the tasks have to be closely related to the expert’s
current tasks, making the familiarization easier and also more useful in relation to
one’s own tasks. The four experts answering “no” considered that they were so close
to retirement that this was not possible or sensible. Still, with the vast majority answering yes or maybe, the willingness among experts to improve the system and learn
more exists. The questions 14 to 17 show that the proposed more comprehensive substitution system could prove useful if the partners involved have similar backgrounds.

Question 18 was intended to provide the experts’ view to the availability of relevant
information in the organization. The aim was to provide justification to the introduction
of methods of sharing organizational information as well as expertise in the form of an
electronic (wiki) solution.

Question 18: Is actual relevant information in the organization readily available?
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Question 18: Is actual relevant information in the
organization readily available?

yes
15 %

no
31 %

maybe
54 %

Graph 10. Answers to audit question 18.
As shown in Graph 10, the experts saw that the relevant information was somewhat
readily available. However, only two experts of 13 were unconditionally of this opinion.
During the discussions, it became apparent that information on e.g. the most recent
organizational change and its proceedings had not reached all as was hoped for. Most
of the experts, nine answering “yes” or “maybe”, saw that the information related to
their duties was sufficiently available. The answers and the discussions during the interview revealed that generally the information flow in the organization is not at a level
where it should be; however, the situation concerning directly work-related information
was better.

Question 19 was designed to provide information on experts’ ability to spread information and interesting issues to parties possibly interested in the area of information.
The word “possibly” was included to emphasize the fact that for one reason or another, people unknown to the experts may be interested in their field of expertise.

Question 19: Is passing information to all possibly interested parties easy?
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Question 19: Is passing information to all possibly interested
parties easy?

yes
31 %

maybe
31 %

no
38 %

Graph 11. Answers to audit question 19.
As seen from Graph 11, the answers to question 19 were very uniformly distributed
between the choices. Only four experts (31%) were unconditionally of the opinion that
passing information to all possibly interested parties is easy. Almost all the auditees
indicated that their primary method of sharing information was through e-mail and
using mailing lists. This gives an indication that the proposed wiki solution, especially if
extended beyond an expertise locator, could improve sharing information to those interested parties whom the source does not recognize.
In questions 20 and 21, the auditees were asked questions directly related to the possible introduction of an electronic wiki solution to Trafi. The question included an assumption that the solution was already introduced and first part involved the experts’
preferences to the use of the solution, and the second part was intended to provide
the experts’ views on possible problems and upsides coming with this new system.

Questions 20-21: If Trafi introduced a wiki solution where the personnel expertise areas were clearly visible and which would provide a possibility to easily share information, best practices and opinions:
Question 20: Do you see that you would use it? Would you use it mostly for looking for
information or would you also be willing to actively share information?
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Question 21: What upsides and what problems would you see in the wiki solution?

Question 20: Do you see that you would use it [a wiki solution]?
Would you use it mostly for looking for information or would you
also be willing to actively share information?
only sharing or
only seeking
8%

no
0%

both uses
92 %

Graph 12. Answers to audit question 20.
Question 20, illustrated in Graph 12, revealed that only one expert indicated was willing to only search for information, not sharing anything. All the other experts were of
the opinion that they would use it for both sharing and seeking information. This division of answers speaks volumes in favor of the wiki solution to be introduced; however, the upsides and problems indicated in the following question are important to consider as well. In any case, the experts interviewed provide a clear justification to seriously consider the introduction of a wiki solution to Trafi.
The answers to Question 21 were surprisingly consistent, with the same themes appearing several times. The auditees indicated the following upsides to creating a wiki
solution: a) centralized availability of information, b) ease of finding information, c)
ease of adding information, and d) usability anywhere, not being restricted to the office.
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The following possible problems and downsides coming along with the wiki solution
were the most concerning ones to the auditees: 1) relevance and reliability of information in the solution, 2) information overflow, 3) absence of active users, 4) need for
administration and moderation, and 5) extra work load for active users.
In the discussions, it became also apparent that the possible wiki solution and the areas of information and data in it need to be well categorized and allow searching information through different search criteria. In general, the ease of use and a low threshold to start using the wiki solution is a key factor in its success. Many of the auditees
referred to popular social media sites such as Facebook and Linkedin when explaining
how the system should “look like”. Therefore, should a wiki solution be ordered from a
system provider, the specifications must emphasize the ease of use and especially
good categorization of information and well-designed search functions.
Overall, the final segment of the knowledge utilization audit was designed to justify or
denounce the proposed practices of sharing expertise selected for this Thesis.
The results from the third segment of the audit can be considered a justification for the
following proposed practices:

-

Introducing new or improving existing methods of expertise sharing.

-

Investigating possible options for introducing a wiki solution to Trafi. Evaluate
the whole organization’s interest into using this system.

-

Allowing or demanding visibility of expertise and language skills in the current
personnel directory and making it more an expertise directory than a telephone
directory.

-

Finding the most vulnerable expert positions which are not backed up and introducing substitutes and work partnerships (substitute candidates found in expertise discussions).

-

Extending the work partnership and substitution system to the whole organization (where deemed necessary).
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-

Investigating possible candidates for mentorship projects. Creating a simplified
procedure for starting mentorship projects (internal/external). Also for external
mentorship projects, creating ready-made contract templates.

-

Developing the expertise discussions further, considering expertise also in the
results discussions (twice a year).

-

Creating a comprehensive expertise profile for all experts, updated when needed but at least twice per year.
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5

Proposed Practices

This section presents a proposal of concrete practices for the case organization to consider in the near future. The proposal is divided according to the suggested practices
and indicated the implications of these practices to certain organizational areas. These
implications are separated from the text by text boxes. The implications are also gathered together separately and presented in Section 6 of this Thesis.

5.1

General Proposals

The general proposal for the case organization consists of the following steps. The first
step the organization should take to provide a basis for sharing and retaining expertise
is for the management to take a strong stand on the value of the expertise possessed

by the organization. It is apparent that the amount of knowledge existing in this expert
organization is vast. Therefore, even before measuring the vastness to any detail, the
management should recognize this vulnerable resource. In order for the other proposed practices to succeed, the management must be willing to provide the resources
needed for charting the organization’s expertise in total, the creation of the methods of
sharing as well as keeping the cycle going on indefinitely. The organization must also
tackle the possibly occurring issue of resistance to knowledge sharing by providing
incentives or a rewarding system to experts willing to participate in this actively. The
experts and other employees are encouraged to bring forward their expertise areas
and consider them even more valuable when visible and available to all interested parties in the organization. The expertise does not disappear from one’s repertoire when
shared, instead it may well develop further.

Implications:

Top management and HR department:
- Allocate resources and make a plan to map the organization’s knowledge and expertise thoroughly.
- Investigate possibilities of rewarding active expertise sharing.
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The new organizational structure of Trafi provides not only the urgent need but also
challenges for effective knowledge transfer. The challenges may well be contextual or
be based on competition (Argote 1999) between departments, units or individuals.
These challenges, however, need to be overcome in order to reach the pre-change
level of functionality and eventually exceed the level as is the aim.
After the organizational change, the second step can be to categorize the knowledge

possessed by majority of the experts at Trafi into two segments. Firstly, there is
knowledge they possess which is utilized in their daily tasks. Secondly, there is
knowledge which the experts possess, but which is not utilized in the experts’ daily
activities, partly due to the new organizational structure and new tasks.

Implication:

HR department:
- While conducting knowledge and/or expertise mapping, take into account the utilization of experts’ expertise. Find the unutilized expertise and attempt to take it into use.

Both of these knowledge segments need to be taken under investigation and their
management is to be a part of the semi-annual development discussions. The existing
and utilized knowledge should be treated from the knowledge retention point of view;
and the unutilized excess knowledge should be approached from the knowledge sharing perspective. The two approaches are not totally separate, but instead closely intertwined. If simplified, knowledge retention requires knowledge sharing, and knowledge
sharing ends up in knowledge retention.

5.2

Methods to Improve Sharing, Transfer and Retention of Expertise

The research proposal focuses on four main methods of sharing and transfer of expertise which were selected for the reasons of simplicity, actuality and feasibility, and all
aim to improve expertise and knowledge retention. Some of the proposed methods are
already in use at some or even all levels in the case organization. However, their further development and continuous improvement could prove beneficial for the organization’s level of expertise.
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5.2.1 Use of a Wiki Solution as an Expertise Database
Currently, an expert’s work in the Transport Technology department consists of not
only research on various subjects, but also routine tasks such as writing decisions
(judgments, rulings, resolutions etc.). The official data is scanned if needed and stored
to the organization’s records via TWeb, an electrical database for storing records. This
system provides a reliable way of storing the records as is the requirement for a governmental agency. The system, however, is relatively difficult to use and the views
towards its use are rather negative in the organization. The possibilities to utilize this
as a method for more informal transfer and sharing of knowledge, expertise and best
practices are, therefore, questionable.
On the organizational level, a significant amount of effort could be saved if everyone
was able to search and easily find document templates, best practices, employee expertise information and other help to overcome repeating daily or weekly tasks more
easily. Even more importantly, these pieces of information, if updated and valid, would
make a difference in helping a new employee or an employee changing tasks to get
into gear in the new position more rapidly.

Implication:

Communications department:
- Investigate possible options for introducing a wiki solution to Trafi. Evaluate the
whole organization’s interest into using this system.

Should an electronic tool for knowledge and expertise management be taken into use
at Trafi, it may in the future develop into a more comprehensive IT tool for management of expertise capital. However, as Otala (2008) states, it may be a very heavy
system to operate, requiring a lot of effort especially from the HR department. In the
first place, in the researcher’s opinion, based on the studied literature and information
from the organization, the tool should tackle the primary problem of locating experts
and their expertise. The tools for this can be found in the social media category (Otala
2008); the most feasible one being the organization’s internal “Yellow Pages” solution
which allows development to a wider wiki tool.
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At the moment, starting from late March 2012, the Trafi intranet telephone directory
has allowed experts to fill in their own duty areas and certain other information and
this development is certainly a step into the right direction. The next vital step is to
make the expertise even more visible.

Implications:

Communications department:
- Allow or demand also visibility of expertise and language skills in the personnel directory and make it more an expertise directory than a telephone directory. Search functions must work with all the named areas.
- When in connection with media, connect the correct expert to each situation. Keep in
mind that the directors are not always the best experts.

The studied organization’s experts are currently, for the most part, working in the head
office. However, due to the arealization plans, 75 positions altogether will be moved to
other cities in Finland. Of these 75 positions, 55 are placed in Rovaniemi and 20 in
Lappeenranta. In addition to these, Trafi has offices in 7 locations all around Finland.
The wiki tool and its communication methods can bring the experts closer, much like
the normal office coffee rooms where the information exchange takes place naturally.
As Foray argues in OECD (2000), an information and communication technology (ICT)
tool, of which a functioning wiki solution is a prime example, may lessen the undesired
influence of distance for the functioning of networks.

5.2.2 Improved Substitution System
As the results of the research show, the substitution system of the organization is a
potential target for improvement, and seen by the experts interviewed as a feasible
one at that. After the most recent organizational change, the majority of the experts
having changed tasks, a need for a more organized substitution system for the experts
could prove valuable, as the experts’ connections from the previous organizational
structures may not exist anymore.
The idea in its simplicity is to name a substitute for each expert at Trafi, enabling the
substitute to take part in the primary expert’s actions, be at their meetings, trips, pres-
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entations, inspections or any other activities. This approach has not, to the researcher’s knowledge, been used as a common practice at Trafi, and the results of the
interviews confirm this to some extent. Such an organized partnership between experts, however, could be one of the easiest methods to improve the retention of the
experts’ knowledge, both tacit and explicit.

Implications:

Top management and HR department:
- In the first place find the most vulnerable expert positions which are not backed up
and introduce substitutes and work partnerships (substitute candidates found in expertise discussions).
- Extend the work partnership and substitution system to the whole organization
(where deemed necessary).

The advantages gained from this work partnership would be highly visible also in the
cases of newly recruited experts’ orientation period. Orientation naturally takes place
already in the organization; although the participation in other experts’ tasks is not
followed and recorded as comprehensively as it could. The orientation planning of new
experts varies a lot across the organization, and the best practices in this important
area are not uniformly spread to all functions, departments and units. As stated before,
the partnership can be a very informal one as well. In some cases, the partnership
theme can be taken some steps further and, the organization’s resources allowing, the
mentoring system described in the following Section could be taken into use.

5.2.3 Mentoring
According to the researcher’s personal experience, mentoring can be a very rewarding
way of personal learning, knowledge transfer and exchange and improvement of best
practices. The process, if conducted well, requires significant resources from the organization arranging the project, but also commitment from both the mentor and the
student. The resources being overlooked at this point, the other obstacle to overcome
is the absolute need for confidentiality and trust between the counterparts. Therefore,
the selection process of matching mentors and students may not be done lightly. The
researcher’s experiences are based on an extra-organizational mentorship contract
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where the mentor was a retired long-time manager from a different governmental organization. The mentorship program was planned to tackle issues related to substance
work on market surveillance as well as issues arising in the leadership role the researcher had then newly assumed. The mentor was selected based on his wide experience of similar market surveillance management duties as well as his long history as a
manager and a leader. The effort put in the selection definitely paid off, since after all
the meetings the researcher felt that something new and useful had been acquired.
The present practices were challenged by the senior expert and changed accordingly,
or sometimes lead to totally new solutions.

Implication:

HR department:
- Investigate possible candidates for mentorship projects. Create a simplified procedure
for starting mentorship projects (internal/external). Additionally, for external mentors,
create ready-made contract papers.

This idea being backed up strongly during the interviews conducted for this study, the
mentoring process may still be considered somewhat unsuitable for expert work. Instead, this way of learning and sharing knowledge can be considered a good option for
people in management and leadership positions on all levels of organizational hierarchy.

5.2.4 Expertise Discussions
An additional platform for improvement in knowledge management can be provided by
the annual expertise discussions and results discussions in Trafi. Currently, these meetings with the supervisors are often seen as a negative mandatory task which both the
involved parties want to get over with as soon as possible. The format of these discussions, however, could be developed to a more interactive situation where the experts’
expertise profile is initially created, then reviewed and updated. New development areas as well as knowledge and expertise sharing issues could be added for reviewing in
the next discussion. Another possible adjustment to the expertise discussions to be
considered is making them semi-annual instead of having them only once per year.
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Presently, there is also another discussion type already in existence, a results discussion, but the expertise and knowledge areas are not considered there. A viable solution
could be to introduce, at least, some of the renewed expertise discussions’ contents to
the springtime discussions as well, in order to keep the expertise at the top of the development areas. Additionally, as described in Section 3.4, the discussion should be
aimed at guiding the experts towards the organization’s goals, instead of merely the
goals of their own area of expertise. The organization can then set a goal of sharing
expertise, and the annual or semi-annual expertise discussion can become a forum to
promote that goal.
Implications:

Top management, HR department, all supervisors:
- Develop the expertise discussions, consider expertise also in the results discussions
(twice a year).
- Create a comprehensive expertise profile for all experts, updated when needed but at
least twice per year.

Developing this already existing system further, into a direction where the discussions
are even more expertise sharing oriented, is not very stressful on the limited resources
of the organization, as may be the case with some of the previously proposed practices. The first step in this direction would be conducting a knowledge audit in the
whole organization, which would result in the creation of expertise profiles, which
could be then reviewed twice per year. The knowledge utilization audit form used in
this study could be used as a basis for creating the expertise profiles. Such discussions
would also provide a platform for follow-up on the employee’s development in reference to the substitute system, as well as the completed goals reviewed and the new
goals set for the following year.
When an expert is willing to put all the expertise possessed on display for the whole
organization to see, its effective utilization is much likely to occur in the organization.
In the best case, the expert makes visible also the areas of expertise in need of development, and this allows for other experts’ excess expertise to be shared and connected
to the correct audience. If the organization, then, provides the tools for the expertise
to be shared – be it in the form of a wiki solution, substitution system and work part-
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nership or mentoring – the methods can be discussed with the experts during the expertise discussions and the best ones selected.

Implications:

Experts and other employees:
- Value your own expertise and be proud of it. Share the expertise, whether it is unutilized or not; this will end up in new knowledge and expertise being created and your
expertise retained in the organization.
- Demand means of leveraging your expertise and knowledge and, when provided with
the means, use them.

Due to the direction of this study and repeated talks with the Communications department, the researcher was invited to participate in the work of Trafi’s network service
team. The researcher’s aim is to use this forum to further introduce the results of this
study to the organization.
Overall, the recommendations provided here are not initially very complex; however,
all of the suggested actions are such that they leave room for possible further development in the future. The most important lesson learned when conducting this research is that the organization needs to appoint concrete and visible resources to tackle the knowledge management issues more comprehensively. Knowledge and expertise
are the primary resources of an expert organization and these resources should be
nurtured and developed as a default.
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6

Discussion and Conclusions

This section summarizes and evaluates the results of the study and suggests a set of
recommendations for the management, particular departments and experts of the case
organization.
6.1

Recommendations

The following recommendations and managerial implications have surfaced in the
course of this study. In the following list, the proposals and implications are divided
among the recipients in the organization; notable, however, is that all of the following
require top management support.
Top Management:
1. Take a strong stand on the value of the expertise possessed by the organization. Although the amount of knowledge existing in this expert organization is
vast, even before measuring the vastness to any detail, the management
should recognize how this vulnerable resource is.
2. Provide the resources needed for charting the organization’s expertise in total,
as well as creating the methods of sharing, retaining and eventually developing
the expertise, and keeping this cycle going on indefinitely. Consider the possibilities of rewarding active sharing of expertise.
HR Department:
3. While conducting a thorough knowledge and/or expertise mapping, take into
account the utilization of experts’ expertise. Find unutilized expertise and attempt to take it into use.
4. Create a comprehensive expertise profile for all experts, updated when needed
but at least twice per year.
5. Investigate possible candidates for mentorship projects. Create a simplified
procedure for starting mentorship projects (internal/external). Also for external
mentors, create ready-made contract papers.
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6. Develop the expertise discussions, consider expertise also in the results discussions (twice a year).
7. Find the most vulnerable expert positions which are not backed up and introduce substitutes and work partnerships (substitute candidates found in expertise discussions). Extend the work partnership and substitution system to the
whole organization (where deemed necessary).
Communications Department:
8. Investigate possible options for introducing a wiki solution to Trafi. Evaluate the
whole organization’s interest into using this system.
9. Allow or demand visibility of expertise and language skills in the personnel directory and make it more an expertise directory than a telephone directory.
Search functions must work within all the named areas.
10. When in connection with media, connect the correct expert to each situation.
Keep in mind that the directors are not always the best experts.
Experts and other employees:
11. Value your own expertise and be proud of it. Share the expertise, whether it is
unutilized or not, this will end up in new knowledge and expertise being created
and your expertise to be retained in the organization.
12. Demand means of leveraging your expertise and knowledge and, when provided with the means, use them.

6.2

Evaluation

During the course of this study, a lot was learned about the expertise and knowledge
possessed by a certain department of the organization. There is no doubt that the organization includes several similar departments and units which could benefit from
applying the methods used to chart the expertise and the practices proposed by this
Thesis.
The study in its actuality, taking into account the very recent major organizational
change, can be considered a mildly controversial one. Due to those reasons an evaluation of the results and consideration of the reliability and validity is important. The re-
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searcher wishes to emphasize his recognition of the limitations as well as his position in
the new organization which may be viewed as a source of bias in the study. This being
realized, the researcher has taken special precautions to exclude any personal views
from the research process.

6.2.1 Results vs. Research Objective and Research Question
As stated in Section 1 of this Thesis, the objective of this study was to make the expertise and knowledge in the organization transparent and available throughout the organization. The research conducted and the results obtained provide some practices to
reach this objective and, more importantly, suggest a glimpse into the current situation
in a certain department of the organization. The situation may well represent the organization in general or it may not, in any case, this is something worth trying to discover in further investigations.
The research question for this study set in Section 1 was: How to share and retain the

existing expertise in an expert organization in conditions of a major organizational reform? The results of the research, with the limitations taken into consideration, provide answers to this question in form of recommendations and practices to introduce to
the organization. The answers or proposed practices in this Thesis can be considered
directly applicable to the case organization; however, the real-life situation of the
whole organization is not taken into account in the data collection for this study. The
intra-organizational practices proposed should be validated after conducting a similar
study on the organizational scale. The impacts of the most recent organizational reform, as well as the governmental function of the organization, were taken into account in the formulation of the research outcomes.

6.2.2 Reliability and Validity in This Study
The reliability and validity concerns described initially in Section 2.4 were considered
during the course of the study. The reliability and validity issues were more informally
covered in the construction of the study, in the definition of the research problem and
question through the data collection to the analysis of the results.
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As described in Section 2.4, Yin (2009) presents four design tests of reliability and validity and the related case study tactics. These areas were considered in this study as
follows:
-

Construct validity was covered by using multiple sources of evidence, in this
case interviews, questionnaire data and internal documents of the organization.

-

Internal validity in this study is ensured by structuring the interviews based on
literature and presenting the structural issues during the interview to the interviewees as well as asking for their feedback after the interviews.

-

External validity is more difficult to achieve in a single-case study (Yin 2009);
the external validity of this case can be proved if the research in a similar form
is extended to other departments or even the whole organization.

-

Reliability of the study is considered to be taken into account sufficiently as a
case study database was developed for the interview data. Additionally, all the
interviewees were from the same department, doing similar tasks and the interview format was designed to suit the needs of this very department.

Additionally, to ensure internal validity, the interviews in this study, although structured
for most segments, also left room for open-ended discussion, which is expected to
prove an important data source. Immediately after the interviews, the data from the
open-ended discussion, which was written down during the interviews in a notebook,
were transcribed into the interview form. The form with all the questionnaire-type answers as well as the open-ended notes was then e-mailed to the respective interviewee
for possible comments or corrections.
The open-ended parts of the interview, as planned following Silverman (1985) in Section 2.4, allowed for the auditees to express themselves freely related to the subject of
this study and took into account the potential unsuitability of a totally structured interview to all auditees. The auditees were also given the opportunity to bring forward the
issues not included in the structured parts of the interview.
However, in this study, the notes from the open-ended discussion were written down if
they were related to the broad subject area of sharing, utilization and retention of
knowledge and expertise. The issues discussed ranged from general criticism towards
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the organization to general praise and included everything in between. Even though
the discussion included other issues, only the issues related to the study were transcribed. This also speaks in favor of the validity of the research conducted.
Finally, the phases of research presented in Table 3 of this Thesis, as described by
Alasuutari (1993), were apparent also in the data collection which combined a questionnaire-type interview with a more qualitative aspect. The questionnaire type answers yielded some interpretations based on statistical connections and calculating
averages, while the qualitative part was more connected to the theoretical framework
(conceptual framework in this study), as well as determined the overall direction of the
research process.
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7

Summary

The objective of this study was to find methods to share and retain the expertise and
knowledge that the experts of the case organization possess. The means to achieve
this goal are by making the expertise and knowledge in the organization transparent
and available throughout the organization.
After the aim of the study and the research question were determined, the related literature along with the initial data obtained from the organization was studied to create
the conceptual framework for the study. The qualitative data collection was limited to
the Transport technology department of the organization only, as it was considered a
good example of an all-expert organizational segment. In the data collection phase, a
knowledge utilization audit was conducted in the experts of the department, including
some questionnaire-type segments as well as semi-structured interviews containing a
limited number of open-ended questions.
The literature reviewed and the data collected were analysed along with the selected
best practices. The analysis resulted in a set of recommendations presented in Section
6 of this Thesis to be taken into account by the relevant parties of the case organization.
The study can be considered an actual one, with the new organizational structure being only five months old at the time of writing this. During the study, there have been
improvements in areas covered in this study; however, in order to fully cover the expertise possessed by the organization and to take the needed steps to keep continuously improving, further actions are needed. These actions may include some or all the
recommendations of this Thesis or merely their partial application.
The most significant decision to make at these critical times is making the expertise of
the organization one of the top priorities when considering organizational strategy. For
an expert organization this resource is invaluable. This Thesis provides tools for better
utilization of this resource in the form of methods to improve the sharing and transfer
of knowledge and expertise. Should these methods be taken into use effectively, the
organization’s expertise is most likely to grow indefinitely.
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Appendix 1.
History of the Finnish Transport Safety Agency and the Organizations Involved

The history of the organizations behind Trafi dates back all the way to the 17th century.
http://www.trafi.fi/tietoa_trafista/historia
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Trafi and Regulation Sector Organization Charts

Organisation as of 1.1.2012
Director
General

Administration

Transport
System

Regulation

Communications

Compliance

Data Resources

Strategy and
Development

International
Relations and
Co-operation

Personnel
Licensing

Traffic
Registers

Transport
Analysis

Transport
Law

Organisation
Approvals

Information
Services

Transport
Technology

Transport and
Infrastructure
Certification

IT Services

Transport
Operators

Oversight

Finnish Transport Safety Agency

27.2.2012

15

Regulation Sector

Regulation

International
Relations and
Co-operation

4 Senior Advisers

Co-ordination of
International
Affairs

27.2.2012

Transport Law

EU Law

National Law

Transport
Technology

3 Senior Advisers

Transport
Operators

3 Senior Advisers

Structures

Operations and
Competences

Impacts and
Products

Transport
Facilitation

Finnish Transport Safety Agency

18
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Duties

of

the

Units

at

Transport

Technology

Department

Summary of the presentation of the Impacts and
Products Unit
PURPOSE
(in brief)

•

Regulation of environmental impacts of different forms of transport/traffic

•
•

MAIN DUTIES
(in brief)

•
•
•
•
•

INTERNAL
STRUCTURE

•

ROLES AND
LOCATION
(Helsinki/Lappe
enranta)
Title, FTE and
knowledge
requirement in
brief

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Strategically correctly directed and timed action
Bringing forward Finland’s needs, points of view and special characteristics in national as well as
international fora
Creating international and national contacts to experts and networking with key actors in the field
Participation in preparation of national regulation (legislation)
Expert support to MINTC and other ministries and authorities
Head of Unit
6 Advisers / Special Advisers

Special
Special
Special
Special
Special
Special

Adviser,
Adviser,
Adviser,
Adviser,
Adviser,
Adviser,

1
1
1
1
1
1

fte,
fte,
fte,
fte,
fte,
fte,

Regulation
Regulation
Regulation
Regulation
Regulation
Regulation

related
related
related
related
related
related

to
to
to
to
to
to

emissions trading, Helsinki
noise emissions, Helsinki
traffic (exhaust) emissions, Helsinki
transport of dangerous substances, Helsinki
(recreational) boating, Helsinki
oversize land transport, Helsinki

Liikenteen turvallisuusvirasto

Summary of the presentation of the Structures
Unit
PURPOSE
(in brief)

•

Regulation of vehicles and infrastructure of the different forms of transport

•
•

MAIN DUTIES
(in brief)

•
•
•
•
•

INTERNAL
STRUCTURE

•

ROLES AND
LOCATION
(Helsinki/Lappe
enranta)
Title, FTE and
knowledge
requirement in
brief

•

•

•
•
•

Strategically correctly directed and timed action
Bringing forward Finland’s needs, points of view and special characteristics in national as well as
international fora
Creating international and national contacts to experts and networking with key actors in the field
Participation in preparation of national regulation (legislation)
Expert support to MINTC and other ministries and authorities
Head of Unit
8 Advisers / Special Advisers

Special
Special
Special
Special

Adviser,
Adviser,
Adviser,
Adviser,

4
1
1
2

fte,
fte,
fte,
fte,

Regulation
Regulation
Regulation
Regulation

related
related
related
related

to
to
to
to

railroad equipment and infrastructure, Helsinki
aviation maintenance and inspection activities, Helsinki
vessels’ structure, Helsinki
road vehicles, Helsinki

Liikenteen turvallisuusvirasto

The purposes, duties, structures and employee roles of the two units within the
Transport Technology department were presented during the restructuring of the organization in late 2010.
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A profile of the average employee of the Finnish Transport Safety Agency

Jari Juhani

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ikä 45,3
Virkavuodet 8 (11/2011)
Keskipalkka 4054,91 € (11/2011)
Mediaanipalkka 3811,83 €
(11/2011)
Vaativuustaso 8,3 (11/2011)
Virkamatkalla 14 pv/htv
Koulutuspäiviä 4
Sairaana 8,8/htv
Terveysprosentti 32,2%
Työterveyteen 693€/htv
Virkistystoiminta 376 €/htv

23.3.2012

Liikenteen turvallisuusvirasto
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The average Trafi employee profile was presented in late 2010 as a part of the presentations related to the most recent organizational change.
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Trafi’s new telephone directory profile editing page

In early April 2012, the organization’s telephone directory was renewed to allow employees to fill in certain information on their own. Especially relevant taking into account the focus of this Thesis was the possibility to add one’s tasks to the profile. The
next proposed step would be the possibility to add one’s expertise areas in a similar
manner.
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Master’s Thesis project plan for Trafi

Project plan – Expertise mapping and transfer of
expertise
This project forms the subject for a Master’s Thesis (Metropolia University of Applied Sciences) for Ville Räisänen, Special Adviser at the Transport Technology
department’s Impacts and Products unit.
The aim of the project is to create a system which allows the Finnish Transport
Safety Agency (Trafi) to map the level of expertise and when needed, ensure the
transfer of expertise. The study is very actual due to the most recent organizational change, in which the agency’s experts’ tasks have for a great part
changed. In addition, on supervisor levels (especially on Head of Unit and Department Director levels) there is ambiguity on the subordinates’ special expertise areas.
In the first phase of the project the mapping and investigation is conducted at
Trafi’s Regulation Sector’s Transport Technology department as a “pilot project”.
After this, same methods can be applied to the whole organization, one department or unit at a time, as needed.
The proposed practices of transfer of expertise can be utilized in the future also
in isolated cases; for example when an employee retires, resigns or when recruiting new experts.

Execution
Defining desired state
The first phase of the project consists of defining the desired state at the
Transport Technology department. This investigation includes going through the
statutory and other relevant tasks which are in the department’s jurisdiction,
based on which the minimum requirements for the department’s experts’ expertise can be defined. The expertise audit of the next phase will be compared to
these minimum requirements to find possible gaps in expertise and knowledge.
In addition, a supervisor level audit related to the supervisors’ awareness of the
units’ and experts’ expertise, duties and division of tasks will be conducted.
Expertise Audit
The expertise audit is conducted especially among experts and the aim is to objectively determine the experts’ expertise levels on various areas, based on the
experts’ own experience. In addition to expertise related to the duties of the department, it is highly likely that such expertise will surface, which is outside the
functions of Transport Technology department and which would be useful to
transfer to experts in other departments.
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The audit is conducted as personal interviews, in which it is attempted to define
the nature and extent of the expert’s expertise related to the statutory tasks as
comprehensively as possible. In the interview, also other expertise, possibly useful in other areas of the organization, is requested to be revealed.
On supervisor level, their awareness of the department’s and unit’s tasks and
the correlation to the experts’ expertise is charted. If there are gaps in the supervisors’ awareness, the person responsible for that expertise area is determined. It must be taken into account that on supervisor level the expertise in
substance issues does not have to be on the same level as for the experts.
Tracking down gaps in expertise
When the desired state and the available expertise have been defined, these two
can be compared and therefore possible gaps in expertise related to the department’s duties found. The gaps are compared to the pre-change organizational
structure and the current residence in the organization of the missing expertise
is revealed. In the methods and practices proposed further on, the attempt is
made to transfer the expertise from its current holders to the ones who need it
in the Transport Technology department. If the experts having possessed the
needed expertise have left the organization or for some other reason the expertise is not available within the organization, a training program is created for the
expert, who has the responsibility of the relevant task in the new organization.
Transfer of expertise
In the last phase of the project, a practice (or practices) for transfer of expertise
and knowledge is created, which can be utilized after the “pilot phase” in all units
of Trafi where the need arises. The practices are selected according to the nature
of expertise and the organizational structure, based on studies and literature in
the field.
The expertise audit should most likely be conducted in all the departments of
Trafi in the near future, possibly as a part of the upcoming expertise and development discussions. All the gathered information should be combined to a Trafi
knowledge map and the map should be published on Trafi’s intranet site for all
the employees to utilize. This would function as a tool for the organization’s continuous learning. If an electronic (interactive?) knowledge map is created, the
need may arise to utilize an existing software in designing the interface. This is
needed to ensure the ease of information searching and the active utilization and
updating of the system. The main expertise areas should also be included into
Trafi’s organizational telephone directory to each expert’s profile. These publications of information would prove especially useful when new people start work at
Trafi, as this would allow them to independently seek the expertise needed.
All the solutions must be sufficiently simple (easy to use) for them to be implemented in a large organization and to facilitate their becoming a part of Trafi
employees’ everyday life.
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Preliminary schedule
January 2012:
o

Defining desired state an the Transport Technology department (Department
Director and Heads of Unit)

o

Planning the expertise audit

o

Execution of the audit (interviews) in the Transport Technology department.
February 2012:

o

Continuing the audit if needed

o

Creating a knowledge map

o

Defining the gaps in expertise

o

Tracking down the missing expertise from teh organization.
March 2012:

o

Defining, and if needed, creating the applicable methods of expertise transfer.

Use of work hours and resources
The data collection parts (interviews, other discussions, library visits, result reviews etc.) of the project are conducted during office hours. Otherwise the study
is conducted on the author’s own time, possibly by utilizing a study leave (applied for separately)
The study utilizes the following resources of Trafi, among others:
o

HR department (personnel lists etc.)

o

Results of expertise discussions (if possible)

o

Experts and supervisors (interviews and discussions)

o

Databases and intranet (material related to organizational changes)

o

Strategy and Development department (transfer of expertise vs. Trafi strategy)
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Knowledge utilization audit form
The expertise audit is conducted as a part of the Master’s Thesis project of Special Adviser Ville Räisänen
(Impacts and Products unit). The aim of the expertise audit is to function as a justification for development
actions in Trafi’s expertise management and the aim can be divided roughly into following parts:
‐
‐

‐
‐

Mapping the special expertise areas of experts at the Transport Technology department, creating anonymous models of “expertise profiles”
Determining the magnitude of the department’s know-how and how well the expertise is utilized
in the new organization Many experts without doubt have a lot of expertise which has been put
aside with the organizational change and also expertise areas which need development due to
new tasks.
Based on the estimation of the magnitude of unutilized and missing expertise new practices are
proposed for Trafi’s expertise management.
Mapping the experts’ willingness to participate in various methods of expertise sharing and also
assessing risks of loss of expertise.

I ask you to especially take note of the expertise in need of development and the expertise you have
which is unutilized. In many segments the space limitations may reduce the length of the answers and in
others many empty boxes will be left. I would like to interview all the experts in the department and go
through the form so I would request approximately 20-40 minutes of your time for a small discussion. You
may review the form in advance and also fill it if you have time but other preparations are not necessary. I
will contact everyone in person to book the time. Thank you in advance for your valuable help with
the project!

Background information:
Title:
Department/Unit:
Age:
Years of experience at Trafi (+predecessor
agencies):

A: Organizational Change 2012 and Expertise:
Arvio 1‐5
1. Did your task demands change to less or more demanding in the organizational
change? (1= significantly less demanding, 3=no change, 5= significantly more demand‐
ing:
Arvio 1‐5
2. Is your field of duties narrower or wider than it was prior to teh organizational
change? (1=significantly narrower, 3=no change, 5=significantly wider):
Arvio 1‐5
3. Is the utilization of your expertise more or less efficient than it was prior to the
organizational change? (1= significantly less efficient, 3=no change, 5= significantly
more efficient):
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B: Expertise areas and their utilization at Trafi:
4. List here your most significant technical expertise and evaluate your expertise
level on a 1‐5 scale (1=no experience, 5=expert) After this, evaluate in the next
column, how well you can utilize this expertise in your current position (1=not at all,
5= very well).
Expertise:

Expertise
level

Utilization

Expertise
level

Utilization

Expertise
level

Utilization

E.g. Boat technology, vessel technology, vehicle technology etc.

5. List here your most significant legislative expertise (int’l & nat’l) and evaluate
your expertise level on a 1‐5 scale (1=no experience, 5=expert) After this, evaluate in
the next column, how well you can utilize this expertise in your current position
(1=not at all, 5= very well).
Expertise:

E.g. Water Traffic Act and Decree, Aviation Act, Compatibility Directive etc.

6. List here your most significant process expertise (internal, external, int’l and
nat’l) and evaluate your expertise level on a 1‐5 scale (1=no experience, 5=expert)
After this, evaluate in the next column, how well you can utilize this expertise in
your current position (1=not at all, 5= very well).
Expertise:

E.g. EU and national legislative process, market surveillance process etc.
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7. List here your most significant language skills and evaluate your expertise level on
a 1‐5 scale (1=no experience, 5=expert) After this, evaluate in the next column, how
well you can utilize this expertise in your current position (1=not at all, 5= very well).
Expertise:

Expertise
level

Utilization

Expertise
level

Utilization

Familiarity

Utilization

E.g. English, German, Flemish, French, Swedish, Retoroman

8. List here your most significant advocacy expertise and evaluate your expertise
level on a 1‐5 scale (1=no experience, 5=expert) After this, evaluate in the next
column, how well you can utilize this expertise in your current position (1=not at all,
5= very well).
Expertise:
Media skills (interview experience, trainings etc.)
Negotiation experience in national forums
Negotiation experience in international forums

E.g. Organizing, leading international events, public appearances, presentations, etc.

9. List here your most significant Finnish authority and interest group contacts and
evaluate your level of familiarity on a 1‐5 scale (1=no experience, 5=expert) After
this, evaluate in the next column, how well you can utilize this contact in your cur‐
rent position (1=not at all, 5= very well).
Finnish contact:

E.g. Customs authority, Tukes, (can be ”combined” ‐> surveillance authorities)
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10. List here your most significant international authority and interest group con‐
tacts and evaluate your level of familiarity on a 1‐5 scale (1=no experience,
5=expert) After this, evaluate in the next column, how well you can utilize this con‐
tact in your current position (1=not at all, 5= very well).
International contact:

Familiarity

Utilization

Expertise
level

Utilization

E.g. European Commission, EU co‐operation authorities, Int’l associations, etc.

11. List here your other most significant expertise and evaluate your expertise level
on a 1‐5 scale (1=no experience, 5=expert) After this, evaluate in the next column,
how well you can utilize this expertise in your current position (1=not at all, 5= very
well).
Expertise:

E.g. photography, IT skills, anything not fitting to previous categories…

Continued on the next page!
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C: Sharing Expertise:
12. Estimate the usefulness of the following methods of sharing expertise to the
organization on a 1‐5 scale (1=not useful, 5=very useful). After that, estimate to the
following column the usefulness of the method for the purposes of sharing and
developing your own expertise (1=not useful, 5= very useful).
Method of sharing expertise:

Use for

Use for

Trafi

self

Wiki solution: An open expertise and information database, discussion forum, blogs
and sharing information
Substitute orientation: A substitute assigned to all tasks, who participates in the
primary expert’s duties (appointments, presentations, meetings)
Mentoring in‐house: Regular appointments, best practices, also between different
departments and sectors
Expertise discussions: More detailed development and monitoring of the expertise
profiles, the development of primary expert and substitute.
Other practices, ideas? Present in ”free word” in the end.Muita käytäntöjä, ideoita? Ehdotuksia
lopun ”vapaaseen sanaan”.

13. If there are scarcities in your expertise areas where you would need in‐house expertise, is it easy to
locate? (Example from previous – where “expertise” value is lower than “utilization”)

14. Do you know a competent substitute to all of your duties?

15. Would the most competent substitute to your knowledge be located at:
same unit / different unit, same department / different department / different sector

16. Would you be willing to orientate a substitute for your tasks?

17. Would you be willing to familiarize yourself with someone else’s tasks as a part of the substitute system?
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18. Is actual relevant information in the organization readily available?

19. Is passing information to all possibly interested parties easy?

20‐21. Questions 20‐21: If Trafi introduced a wiki solution where the personnel expertise areas were clearly
visible and which would provide a possibility to easily share information, best practices and opinions:
20. Do you see that you would use it? Would you use it mostly for looking for information or would you also
be willing to actively share information?

21. What upsides and what problems would you see in the wiki solution?

22. Free word: Comments, new ideas, development ideas, critique, etc.:

Voluntary extra question:
To your estimate, do you see yourself working at Trafi for:
a) 0‐2 years,
b) 2‐5 years,
c) 5‐10 years,
d) 10‐20 years or
e) longer?
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An example of the type task descriptions at Trafi

Trafi

PALKKAVAAKA
Task Description Form

Function / Unit / Department:
Task title: Yksikönpäällikkö
(Person’s name:)
Supervisor (name and title): Department Director
Created: XX.XX.2011
Updated: KVAA
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1. Task purpose and content
1.1 Task purpose and content
Head of Unit controls and supervises the functioning of the unit and his subordinates and is
responsible for reaching the result goals set.
1.2 Key duty parts and duty areas
The task of the Head of Unit is to lead and develop the unit’s activities and to be responsible for the
unit’s administrative issues. In addition, the tasks include the appropriate, as equal as possible division of tasks to subordinates as well as the support of the development of their competence.
The Head of Unit decides the administrative orders in his jurisdiction according to the valid work order
and judgment powers transfer document.
The Head of Unit is responsible for drafting the financial estimates of his area of responsibility, adjustments of it and following the actualization of the budget.
The Head of Unit is responsible for the preparation and follow-up on the development of national and
international norms falling under the unit’s jurisdiction as well as preparation of statements related to
those. The Head of Unit participates if possible/necessary to his sector’s expert tasks.
2. Expertise needed for the task
2.1 Central expertise areas for the task (needed knowledge and skills and their depth and width)
The task requires a wide knowledge of the unit’s field of functioning and work environment as well as
good knowledge of the related legislation.
The task requires good supervisor, co-operation, negotiation and presentation skills as well as very
good knowledge of both written and oral Finnish, Swedish and English languages.
3. Interaction environment related to task
3.1 The nature and goal of interaction (internal and external) related to the task
External interaction is negotiation and advocacy in national and international forums as well as consultation and information exchange with national and international customers, authorities and interest
groups.
Internal interaction consists of leading the unit’s functioning and personnel as well as expert dialogue.
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4. Direction and decision making processes of the task
4.1 Direction and framework of the task
The work is guided by result goals and instructions from the MINTC, Trafi strategy and values, Trafi
executive group work, work order and instructions. In addition the functioning is guided by the
sector’s national and international regulation and their functioning environments.
4.2 The task’s characteristic decision situations and the data acquisition and handling processes
related.
Decision making is based on interpretation of regulation in different situations; some cases requiring
new solutions and practices. In order to develop new practices, various background information must
be acquired from national and international contacts (e.g. authorities, interest groups etc.); in some
cases the information needs to be produced in-house.
The Head of Unit must follow his subordinates’ working and division of workload as well as divide the
tasks appropriately and as equally as possible.
5. Task role and responsibility
5.1 The role of the task as a part of the function / process it is immediately attached to. Impact and
responsibility related to the end results of the function /process.
The task has a strongly directive role and a clear responsibility of the functioning of the unit.
The issues prepared, presented and dissolved may have significant economical and functional impacts
on national businesses and citizens.

